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SUMMARY 
The LCF459 i s  an  advanced remote turbc tip l i f t lcruiso fan designed 
to  meet  the requirements of a Navy multimission aircraft .  This r epor t  
documents the t rade studies which led to the definition of the LCF459, and 
dcscr ibes  the configuration established for  the ensuing prcliminrlry design 
studies. 
The LCF459 is  a 1. 50 meter (59 inch) diameter l i l t / c ru ise  fan with 
an aerodynamic design pressure ra t io  of 1. 31 9 and a t ip speed of 343 m e t e r s  
per second (1 125 fcct/sec). The fan is  designed to operate with the J97  gas  
generator, either as a growth configuration or  the existing Y 59'1 -GE-100 
turbojet  engine, The LCF459 i s  capable of installation a s  a pod-mounted 
l i f t /cruise  fan and as a horizontally installed l i f t  only sysLom, Estimated 
stat ic  vcrt;ical take-off lift on a 3Z°C (90°F) day for three ians r p r a t i n g  with 
two growth enginel; i s  144.7 kN (32,530 lbs). Comparable lift fo r  three  
YJ97-GE-100 engines i s  f 73.0 kN (38,834 lbs). 
The fan cross  section layout, a s  snown below, shows the features  
included in the fan dcsign to provide a long-life, easily maintainable 
propulsion sys  tern. 
The fan is designed for a minimum life without repa i r  of 3000 hours 
for hot componcnta and 6000 hours fox  all other par ts .  Maintainability 
features are numcrous and include the capability for Angle fan blade removal 
o r  completc rotor,  d isk  and bc-ring removal without addi tknal  Ian dis-  
assembly. The fan configuration employs a single s t ruc tura l  r e a r  frame 
which  provide^ an unobstructod fan inlet consistent with the design approach 
used in cur rent  high bypass turbofan engines. Thus, fan anti -icing is not 
required. 
Fan reliability and ruggedness arc provided through consideration 
during the studies of bird ingestion requirements and fan reaction in the event 
of fan o r  turbine blade failures.  Analytical studics show that the LCF459 is 
capable of sustained operation following ingestion of a 1 kg (2 .2  lb) bird. 
Safe fan shutdown is also possible following loss  of a complete fan blade/ 
turbine c a r r i e r  assombSy. 
Design features a r c  also included in  the fan to permit  safe continuous 
operatio11 following shutdown of gas generators,  The fan system is capable of 
operating with only one gas generator by virtue of the multi-inlet  scroll and 
interconnect duc ting. Integral fan lubrication and cooling sys t e n ~ s  are 
provided to permit  fan operation during these conditions without requiring the 
complexity of i~~ tc rconnec ted  systems,  Power take-off is a l so  provided in  the 
fail sy s t em for  operating aircraft accessor ics ,  This feature provides tho 
needed redundancy to cover a i rc raf t  sys tems operation during the sinble 
engine condition and sti l l  provides ldgh lcvela of power extraction. 
The scrol l  configuration of the fan can be configured to meet tht: 
particular a i rc raf t  ins  tallation rcqui remer~ts ,  Typical scro l l  c ross  -sectional 
shapes are fhc circular  bubble, as shown in  the fan cross-sect ion,  and a 
multilobe configuration selected to minimize fan Lrontal area at a small, 
about 10 kg ( 2 3  lb), increase in weight. The number and orientation of the 
scrol l  inlets i s  a design variable  which i s  established by the relative location 
of the engines and fans in the aircraf t ,  and the methods of interconnection 
used. This versatility of fan design permi ts  a la rge  degree of freedom fo r  
optimization of the a i rc raf t  configuration and selection of the propulsion 
component: location lor minimum interference effects and hot gas ingestion. 
The weight of fie referenced LCF459 fan with a circular scro l l  
configuration is 386 kg (850 lbs). This weight yields a f a n  design point 
thrust-to-weight ratio of 19, 9. 
As  part of these design studies, a growth configuration of the J97 
engine was established. This engine represents  a 20 percent power growth 
above the Y J97-GE-100 configuration. The selected growth was achieved 
through resizing the compressor  for a 16 percent increase  in airflow and a 
20 percent increaee 
for  tho growth angin 
with 2. weight of 335 
in compressor  p ressu re  ratio. The cstjmatocl weight 
o is 379 kg (835 lbs)  as compared ta the YJ37-G14:-100 
kg ( 73  5 lbs). 
Ratings weye defined for opelation of both 597 engine systems,  
The definition of tho ratings include the option of four percent  pre-combustor 
water injection, Tl~c  four rating points defined for ~ o a  level static operation 
of a 32'C (90°F) day arc: 
INTEK - A 39 minutc rating applicable to maximum performance 
dur ir:g convel~tional flight operation. 
VTO - A one minute rating applicable to tllc vert ical  take-off 
operation of El~e aircraf t .  
MAX - A s l ~ o r t  ime, l e s s  than three second, rating available 
during application of maximum ai rcraf t  attitude control 
during powered lift operation, 
EMERG - A one minute crncrgcncy rating to provide incrcasccl 
power curing occurrences such as  engine -out operation. 
Fan performance during applicatinil of these short-time ratings was 
determined fo r  three fans operating with either two growth o r  t l ~ r e e  Y J 9 7 - G E -  
100  eng ines ,  The "TO, 32°C (90°F) l i f t  ratios relative to intermediate power, 
standard day, a r e  ds follows: 
V TO EMERG;:: VTO EMERGs 
(No Water) (4% W a t e ~  1 
2 Growth 0,951 0.603 1.047 0.642 
;:c One Engine Out 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The General Electr ic  Company, i n  a joint effort  with NASA, has 
bcen engaged in a contitlriing program to define advancements in colnponont 
and ays tern technology which wi l l  load to ad.vanced l if t  fan systcnis applicable 
to V/STOL aircraf t .  Spccific objectivoe uf t l~csc  programs include improve - 
monts  in  a r e a s  of performance, weight, nizc, time response, ae~d reliability 
and maintainability of the turbotip lift fan s y s  terns. 
The turbotip lift fan concept of V/STOL propulsion was  initially 
demonstrated as a viable propuloion ayotum during flight tes t s  of the XV-5A 
a i rcraf t .  This a ircraf t  has bcen actlvaly engaged in  various flight test 
programs beginning with the f i r s t  f l i ~ h t  ir! ! 764 ;nd terminating with t e e t s  at 
NASA Amos Research Center in 1972 NASA- ~iponsorcd programs have 
included the LF336, the LF446, the Zr'46Q and advanced commercial  lift fan 
system design studies. The LF336 lift fan pray;) ttm, initiated i n  early 1967, 
included design and & .olopment of two i i f t  fan t e s t  vehicles, The 
lift: fan was desigilcd to develop a fan pr%eL;suro ratio ot 1.30 with a fan tip 
diameter of 0.91 meters  ( 3 6  inches),  The LF336 fans were  involved i n  
numerous static and wind tunnel tes t  prograrris. Later  programR were 
initiated to modify the fan to include acoustic features  such as rotor-stator 
spacing, variablc stator vane numbers, stator  lean and exhaust noise 
suppression. This acoustic technology demonstrator program continued 
through August of 1972. The fan contiguration was then modified into a 
statorless,  rotor  only, codiguration, with tes t s  occurring in 1973 and 1974 
for both serrated and unserrated leading edge rotor  blading. It i s  presently 
engaged in tescing of advanced deflecting exhaust nozzles fox V/STOL aircraft ,  
The design studies of advanced fan concepts were initiated with 
studies of the LF446 fan system. This lift fan, a 1.35 pressure ratio, was 
desighed for future application, with an advanced gas generator,  in  the XV- 5 
aircraf t  flight research  pr0gra.m. In late 1969,  the program was redirected 
by NASA toward a I a rge  r e s e a r c h  a i rc raf t  which would provide technology 
applicable to the design of future V/STOL commejrcial traneports.  With this 
redirection, the ~ ~ 4 4 6 ,  a 1.17 meter  (46 inch) diameter fan was increased 
in  size to 1 .52  meter  ( 6 0  inch) diameter.  The con£igu.ration was identified a s  
the LF460 t u b o t i p  lift fan system and was driven by the exhaust gases of the 
Y J97 engine. Prel iminary an4 'ztzil design studies of the LF460 l i f t  fan were  
completed in May, 1971, and 3 . r~  reported i n  Reference 1. 
In mid- 1973,  NASA initiated study programs f o r  the evaluation uf 
lift fan powered V/STOL a i r c ra f t  systems applicable to a proposed carrier 
on-boar d delivery (COD) mission. Aircraf t  and propulsion studies were 
initiated through the joint effor ts  of the NASA Ames and Lewis Research 
Ccntcrs. Thc aircraft studice wcrc latcr cxpanclccl to inclutIc! numcrous olllcr 
Navy  missions such as Antisubrnarinc Warfare (AS WI, Survcillancc (SUR V), 
Surfacc Attack (SA) and Combat (Strike) Search and Hcscuc (CSAR). Tllcsc 
aircraft: stuclies identified file need for  a rugged, reliable, long-life l ift /cruiso 
fan to power this new family of multimission aircraf t .  Tbe fans for  thie 
a :craft would be used f o r  both V/STOL lift and conventional cruise power. 
These new requirements compelled revision of several  of the design features 
used i n  fans employed for aft operation anly. Typical changes are; oil 
lubricated versus  grease-packed bearings, fewer number of blades fo r  
improved FOD ros i s  tance, no front frame because of anti-icing requir c n e n t s  
and r i n i m u m  frontal area for ease  of installation in c ru ise  nacelles. Ln 
a d d i ~ ~ o n ,  improvements for long lif- without repai r  are needed t a  reduce lilc 
cycle costs. 
This study is a pfielilninary design of a l i f t /cruise fan which meets 
the requirements of the rnultimiosion Navy aircraft .  The propulsion system 
rcflects tllc requirements as cstablishcd during concurrent airc  r d t  s tudics 
perf ormcd by the M~i'jc~nnell  AircraXf: Company and Rockwell International, 
Los Angeles Aircraf t  Division. The gas generator selectee for driving tlle 
fan s y s t e ~ n  wad the 597 turbojet engine. The J97 engine has been developed 
through preliminary flight rating. This engine i s  a lightweight, high-energy 
gas generator which i a  the most optimum t o  meet  the r e q ~ i r e m e n t s  of 
temperature,  flow and pressure  for the single stage turbotip fan. Low r isk  
growth of the engine i s  considered for advanced applications, but the YJ97- 
GE-100 engine is ideally suited for the technology resea rch  aircraf t  due to 
its availability and size. 
This repor t  documents the results of t rade studies perforrnecl 
d u r ~ n g  selection of tile design features of {the l i f t /cruise fan. Theae design 
fea tures  a r c  incorporated into a preliminary design configuration which was 
used to establish weight, performance and installation features. This design 
study provides a solid base fo r  the detail design, fabrication and tes t  of a 
l i f t /cruise fan fo r  the technology aircraft. 
An economic analysis was also performed, and is presented in a 
separate. report.  This analysis includes program plans and schedules, ~ i s l c  
assessments  and estimated costs .  
2.0 D E I G N  CRITERIA 
Tho lift /cruise fan propulsion shall  be designed to meet  the require-  
ments  of a Navy .multimission type of aircraft .  Tentative design requirements 
have been defined based on applicable engine design specifications, General 
Electric lift fan experience and the resul ts  of concurrent aircraf t  studies con- 
ducted by McDonncll Douglas and R,>ckwoU International, LAAD. 
2.1 Fan Design Point 
-- 
2.1.1 Gas Generators 
T11e l i f t /cruise fan will operate with the exhaust gas provided by a 
J97 engine operating ae the gas generator. Two 397 engines were considered: 
J97-GE-100: an existing engine system which has  completed a 60 
hour PFRT program in 1969, after 1300 hours of accumulated 
development testing . 
Growth 397: a derivative of the J97-GE-100 engine designed to 
produce 20 percent more exhaust gas power than the existing 
engine. 
The a i r  craf t  study programs have identified two particular combina - 
tions of engine/fans which were  the most  promisicg arrangements; three fans 
with two Growth J97 gas generators and two fans with two J97-GE-100 gas 
generators. The three fans on two gas generator configuration is shown 
schematically in Figure 2.1. This arrangement employs two fans and two gas 
generators during cruise. A third fan is utilized during V/STOL operation, 
with the gas flow f rom the two engine8 d iv~ded equally among the three fans. 
The condition for maximum power to the fans i s  during cruise operation and, 
thus establishes the design operatiag point for  the system. 
The two -on-two configuration is shown in  Figure 2.2. Two gas 
generators a r e  interconnected to supply gas power to the two l i f t  fans during 
both cruise and V/STOL operation. F o r  this arrangement, the maximum 
power to a fan occurs during the flow transfer  case in V/STOL operation. 
The maximum power t ransfer  operating point, as defined in Section 3 .  0, 
establishes the gas conditions for the fan design point. 
The gas conditions for these two operating modes a r e  given i n  Table 
2.1 for uninstaUed engine systems. The flow for the two-on-two arrangement 
includes t-he flow transfer b e h e e n  pairs  of engines and the fan scroll inlet 
pressure  includes an estimated three percent pressure loss  of the interconnect 
ducking, Comparing the total available gas power fo r  the two conditions, t l ~ e  
difference i~ power i s  5.8 percent, which is equal to  the change of density 
between tho standard and hot day conditions as required fo r  equal fan speed 
operation, hot and standard day. With the exception af minor changes in 
turbine design, tho fan designed f o r  either configuration would bc identical. 
The dxfcrencc in tztrbine designs occurs  pr imar i ly  in  the fan turbine throat 
a r e a .  The t ~ o - o n - t w o  configuration using the -100 engine rcquircs  a turbine 
a r e a  18 percent: smal le r  than the growth system. The growth configuration 
design is the m o r e  difficult task, because it contains a l a rge r  turbine annulus 
and thus represents  a larger  tip load on the rotor  in  addition to having l a r g e r  
diameter francs. Conversion of the fan designed for growth could be 
accumplished through simple blank-off ol: p a r t  of the turbine arc or  reoricn-  
tation of the turbine nozzles to provide the required a rea ,  In eit!;er case, it 
i s  s impler  to decrease &an to inc rease  the a r e a ,  F o r  this reason, the 
threc-on-two growth system was selected fo r  the design configuration for this 
study . 
At the initiation of the fan design point studios, t11e Growth 597 engine 
cycle  had not bee11 firmly defined. Tentative gas conditions to the fan sc ro l l  
w e r e  selected to initiate the design studies. 'I'hese gas conditions a r e  l isted 
in Table 2 . 2  and agree with the selected g ~ o w t h  cycle power within two 
percent .  The fan design point selected for the mechanical design studios was 
bzsed on these init ial  gas conditions. For continuity of design activities, the 
fan was not redefined t o  match the new gas conditions. However, the per for -  
rnance and cycle data does reflect the increased power capability. 
2 . 1 . 2  Fan Design Point 
The fan  design point was selected by a process  of optimization of fan 
t h r u s t  ior a range of design variables  including fan diameter,  inlet  specific 
flow, fan and turbine exit Mach numbers and fan tip speed. F o r  each se t  of 
design assumptions, a particular combination of fan and turbine exit p r e s s u r e  
r a t io  was determined to produce maximum fan sys tem thrust.  
A basc point fan design was selected having 1.50 me te r  (59.0 inch) 
t ip diameter  and the design pa ramete r s  a s  given in  Table 2,3. Figure  2 .3  
shows the effects of fan pressure  on design thrus t  f o r  these assumptions, and 
indicates a rnaximum thrust level at a fan  g r e s  s u r e  rat io  of 1.31. The 
significant design variables for fhis configuration a r e  given i n  Table 2.4. 
The second step in f i e  design process  was to systematically change 
each of the remaining dcsign variables  to establish changes in fan thrust  p e r -  
formance. The resul ts  of these studies a r e  summarized in Table 2.5 and 
show that fan tip speed, specific flow and fan diameter  a r e  the mos t  
significant design parameters .  F o r  the final selected design, the fan inlet  
specific flow was increased f r o m  195 to 203 kg/sec-meter2  (40 to 41. 5 
lblsac-ft2) as a reasonable technology level for a fan with a relatively long 
cruise type of inlet geometry. Z%e a i r c ra f t  studies had identifiod a fan 
diameter of 1.50 tot 1.52 meters (59 to 60 inches) as being the optimum size. 
The selcrted base point fan diameter of 1.50 meters (59 inches) was retained. 
The design parameters  fo r  this selected design a r e  given in  Table 2 .6  and 
indicate a design point thrus t  of 74.46 kN (16,740 lbs)  a t  a fan p r e s s u r e  ra t io  
of 1.319. These fan design parameters: a r e  based on the original estimated 
G ~ o w t h  J97 cycle. As discussed previously, the final cycle yielded about a 
two percent higher gas power. This increased power was used for  perfor - 
mance calculations by adjustment to the turbine a r e a  at the fan/turbine 
mixing location with a slight increase in design point thrust. 
2 . 2  Mechanical Design Criteria 
The Mechanical Design Cr i te r ia  established for  the l i f t /c ru ise  fan 
propulsion sys tem were derived based on: 
MIL-E- 5007D, Engine Design Specification, Reference 2 
F A R  33 -1B, FAA Ingestion Requirements, Reference 3 
General Electric Ehperience i n  Military and Commercial  Applications 
The signzicant design cr i te r ia  included i n  these refqrences which 
have a d i rec t  influence on the fan dosign are described in tl, .: following pa ra -  
graphs, 
2.2.1 Maneuver Loading 
The maneuver loading c r i t e r i a  was based on MIL -E- 5007D, with 
revisions t o  reflect deletion of catapult take-off and a r re s t ed  landing require-  
ment. The revised loading c r i t e r i a  are given in Figure 2.4. The criteria 
were further revised by limiting the maximurn gyroscopic moment to  2.0 
radians p e r  decond to r e f l ec t  the maneuver capability of a typical V/STOL 
a i rcraf t  system. 
2.2.2 F o r e i ~ n  Object Ingestion 
The l i€t/cruise fan will contain no p r o v i s i ~ n s  for  anti-icing because 
of the absence of a front frame and inlet guide vanes. The fac will be capable 
of ingesting ice formations which may develop on the rotating fan bulletnose. 
The bird ingestion objectives were established a s  f0110ws: 
Safc +nutdown after ingestion of a 1 kg (2 .2  lb) bird 
Less fhan  25 percent loss  in rower  after ingestion of 16 50 -to-1 00 
g r a m  (2 to 4 ounce) birds 
2.2. 3 Containment 
Containment in the l i f t /c ru ise  fan configuration is l imited to a 
turbine blade failure. Containment of a complete fan rotor  blade would 
require  substantial s t ructure with increased weight. Local protective 
shielding should bo considered a t  c r i t ica l  a r e a s  of the aircraf t .  
2.2.4 Blade-Out 
Tho fan assembly wilL be capab1.e of a safe shutdown following 
fai lure  of a fan blade. The fan f r ames  and bearings shall be designed to 
accept the forces  due to rg tor  unbalance following the fai lure  for  30 seconds 
of operation. F r a m e  deformations and minor failures a r e  acceptable 
providing the rotating. components a r e  constrained until shutdown. 
2.2.5 Design Life 
The design life c r i t e r i a  fo r  the l i f t /cruise  fan is given in Table 2.7 
far  the typical Antisubmarine Warfare  Mission (ASW) a s  defined in Section 
2 . 3 .  During the V/STOL take..off and landing portions of the mission, the fan 
sys tem was designed to the control uuty cycle as shown in Figure  2.5.  The 
frequency for the control applications was assumed to be at a r a t e  of 0 .5  to 
1.0 cycles p e r  second. The design levels of control power were  based on the 
maximum s l~or t - t ime  control power setting, a s  defined la ter ,  o r  25 percent 
of the operating fan thrust, whichever i s  limiting. 
The operating envelope for the l i f t /cruise  fan is slzown in Figure 2 . 6 .  
Operation at  high speed-low altitude required for Combat (Strike) Search and 
Rescue (CSAR) mission was considered i n  the studies, but a t  seduced fan life, 
2.2.7 Maintainability 
The lift/cruise fan system was designed to include numerous low 
cos t  maintenance features,  The significant design c r i t e r i a  used in this a rea  
are a s  follows: 
On-wing removal of fan blades and turbine c a r r i e r  assemblies  
Removal of disk, bearing and sump a s  a complete sub-assembly 
with fan installed in the a i r c ra f t  
Easily- separable fan sub-assemblies such as scrol l ,  f rame,  rotor 
and sump 
Field balance cagakrlity wifiiout major fan ro tor  clisassembly 
Conventional mater ia l s  
2.2.8 Ins tallation 
The l i f t lcruise  fan is capable of instal.lalion as  either a cruise fan 
or  a lift fan without significant configuration changes. The mounting system 
employs a three-point: determinant arrangement. 
The fan lubrication and cooling systems arc designed to be self- 
sufficient wi!.nout relying on the gas generator systcms. This fcakrc is 
highly desirable  for engine-out operation when two o r  mare  fan^ zre 
operating with a single gas  generator.  Laclc of this feature would require 
interconnect of the engine lubrication and cooling s y s  terns. 
The fan systems also include the option for  mounting aircraft 
accessories ,  hydraulic pumps and generators,  in the fan  exhaust tailcone. 
k direct dr ive is provided on the fan shaft for  supplying up to 11 1.8 kw (1 50 hp) 
to the accessory  package. Figure 2 .7  shows a typical accessory package 
considered in the design studies. 
2 . 3  Missions 
The applicable a i rc raf t  studies were  required to consider five 
representative missions as listed below: 
Anti - Submarine W a r fa r  e (AS W) 
Surveillance (SURV) 
Surface Attack (SA) 
Combat (Strike), Search and Rescue (CSAR) 
Vert ical  On- Board Delivery (VOD) 
The missions as defined fo r  the a i rcraf t  studies a r e  presented in 
Figure 2.8. The ASW mission was selected as the design mission to 
establish the duty cycle for life analysis of the lfft/cruise fan. Two of the 
missiona, SURV and VOB, are less severe with regard to propulsion life 
while the SA and CSAR missions are more severe. The life of the lift/cruise 
fan must be adjusted to reflect the severity of the SA and CSAR missions. A 
considerably shorter fan life wil l  e s s t  for repeated CSAR missions because 
of the h i ~ h  power settings required for the mid-miss ion low altitude dash and 
hover segments. 
The miss ion  flight conditions and power requirements were estab- 
l ished during the related aircraft studies and are summarized in Table 2 . 8  
for a typical ASW mission. This mi s s ion  provides the basis for fan l ife 
analysis not established by low cycle fatigue. 
3.0 ENGINE STUDiES 
The gas generator for driving a turbotip fan i s  required to provide 
sufficient pawer for a level 01 VTO liit i n  cxccds of thc a i rcraf t  gross weight, 
to exhibit low specific fucl consumption and to meet  thc requirements and 
limits of tlic fan turbine system, Studies of multimission a i r c ra i t  have 
idcntificd a gross  wcight rcquiremcnt of botwecr~ 12, 500 and 14, 500 kg (28,000 
and 32,000 pounds), Figure 3.1 compares a i r c ra f t  gross weight with ihe gas 
g e n c ~ a t o r  powcr requircmcnts for a two, three  o r  four enginc aircraf t .  For 
the range of a i rc raf t  we/ghts of interest ,  Ehc gas generator s i t e  is about 8 ,202  
kw (1 1,000 hp) to 13,049 kw (17, 500 hp) respectively, for a three o r  two enginc 
system. Considering maintenance and engine costs,  the four cngine sys tem 
would be prohibitive for t11o relatively small a i rcraf t  s ize ,  F o r  this study, 
tho cngine sizo for a two gas generator sys  tern was selected with a gas  power 
output of about 12,304 lrw (16,500 lrp). For a three gas generator  system, the 
existing YJ97 -GE- 100 cngine provides adequate gas povrcr, 
Far ~casonab le  turbine officicncy with the liglltest weight in the 
single stage t ip turbine, the turbine p r e s s u r e  rat io  should not exceed about 
4.0. At s e a  level static operation, this es tab l i s l~es  an cngine d i s c h ~ ~ r g e  
p res su re  l imit  01 about 400 kPl/rn2 (58 psia). Engine discharge p res su res  in 
excoss of this level would exhibit poorer tui*bine efficiency fo r  the turbine 
tangential speeds a s  established by the fan system, Also, in the in te res t  of 
light weight and low cost, the sc ro l l  (cngine discharge) temperature should 
not exceed a maximum steady s tate  cngine discharge temperature of 1030 to 
1060°K (1850 to 1900°R). 
In addition to the above requirements,  the gas generator  should 
cmploy high p res su re  rat io  compressors  and high turbinc inlet  temperature 
l o r  minimum specific fucl consumption. For simplicity and low weight, a 
single spool axial flow compressor  is also desirable.  i3ased an available and 
projected compressor aerodynamic technology, this e s  tablishcs a maximum 
compressor  p res su re  rat io  of about 18. 
3.1 S97 Engine 
The previous discussion has established the following desirable 
features  of a gas generator for the turbotip fan sys tem i n  the rnultirnission 
aircraft:  
Gas power of 12,304 kw (16,500 hp) 
Maximum discharge p res su re  of 400 k ~ / r n ~  (58 psia) 
hlaxinium discharge temperature of 1030 to 1060" K '11 850 to 1 90Q0R) 
Maximum single spool compressor  p res su re  rat io  of about 18 
Maxi~nurn turbine inlet temperature i n  cons onatlc e with the above 
engine exit  conditions 
Figure 3.2 presents engine par amctr ic  data, discharge pres  surc and 
specific gas power, as a function of design values of turbine inlct temperature 
and compressor pressure  ratio. At a discharge temperature of 1020" K 
(1 b 3 6 " ~ ) ,  the optimum gas generator would have a compressor  p res su re  ratio 
of between 17 and 20 with a moderate technology level of turbine. inlet tempera- 
ture of 1390 to 1420°K (2500 to 2550°R). F o r  this g a s  generator,  t l ~ c  
discharge specific power is about 335 kW-sec/kg (200 hp-sec / lb),  Engine 
airflow required would then be about 38.5 kg/sec (85 llrr/sec), 
A survey was made to determine what General Electric engines, or 
derivatives thereof, would meet  the req1.1iremonts for the turbotip fan system. 
The 397 with a 20 percent g a s  horsepower increase  met  the size requirements,  
A study to define the changes required for this growtll was perfarmed and i s  
discussed in the following section. One interesting feature of the existing 
,797-GE- 100 engine i s  that f o r  a Ehrec engine aircraf t ,  the match i s  quite 
good, with a small. amount of excess  power. For the technology a i rc raf t  
being considered, a threc engine system is almost  mandatory because of the 
engine -out requirements. 
The J97-GE-100 is an existing engine which is dcfined in Reference 4 
and was clovelopecl through PFRT. The -1 00 configuration was never placed 
i n  production, but a derivative Y J97-GE-3  engine was placed in limited 
production with about 30 engines built. Most of these engines are st i l l  in 
existence with relatively low operating t imes.  
The availability of t l ~ c s e  ngine s , i n  adequate numbers, is beneficial 
to 2. low cost technology aircraf t  program. The cl~anges required for conver- 
s ion from the - 3  to the -100 configuration a r e  a s  iollows: 
Increase main fuel pump capacity to a higher flow r a t e  
Removal of the engine exhaust gas temperature cutback control 
system 
Change of sea l  pressurization f r o m  the 14th stage in the c ornprcs so r  
for the - 3  configuration to the 8th stage for the -1 00 configuration 
Modification of the No. 1 bearing carbon seal to  incredse clearance 
around the oil jets 
13 
Roplaccment of tho No, 2 bcaring wit11 a modified bearing 
Thc Xirst three items can be accomplished through external modifi- 
cations of the engine. The l a s t  two items require  an engine teardown, but 
a r e  not essential  for engines used exclusively for ground testing. Th JS, a 
minimum ef for t  would involve only external modifications for ground t e s t  
enginca with both interr~al  and cxte rnal convor sion o i  those engines required 
for f l ight  tes ts .  
3.2 Growth Studies 
Thc approximate power required for a multimission aircraf t  i s  
12,304 kw (1 6,500 hp). A study was performed to define the cycle and con- 
figuration changes required to provide this level of growth for a derivative of 
the Y J97 -GE-100 engine. The growth can be accomplished usmg cornbinatlons 
of increased airflow, rotational speed and tur binc inlef: temperature. 
Figure 3 . 3  gives t h e  variation of engine ideal power with combina- 
tions 01 increased airflow and t u ~ b i n e  inlet temperature. The required engine 
rotational speed change is also presented. The leas t  r i sk  growth condition 
was selected at  a flow increase  of 16 percent  and a turbine inlet temp1;rature 
of 1358°K (2445"R). A small increase of compressor  speed i s  associated 
with this selection. Other selected growth conditions j.nclude no change of 
turbine blade cooling and no change of turbine efficiency. Table 3.1 compares 
the cycle parameters  of this growth configuration with the original YJ97-GE- 
100 design point, A comparison of the ideal gas power shows a 22 percent 
growth over the original cycle, The design point power for the selected 
growth J97  engine i s  11 ,707  kw (15,70G hp) as compared to an a i r c ra f t  
requirement of 12 ,304  kw (1 6,500 hp). IJse of short-t ime VTO engine ratings 
are more  than adequate to increase the gas power to the required levels, 
The engine changes required to achieve this levcl of growth include: 
Design airflow increase  of 1 6  percent  
Turbine inlet temperature increase  of 40°K (70°R) 
Compressor speed increase of four percent  
3 . 2 . 1  Compressor 
With the growth configuration established, stvdies were performed 
to evaluate the effects of these changes on engine configuration and life. A 
study was performed to define the comprcsaor f1owpal.h and blading changes 
required to produce the 16 percent increased airflow. The re7:ised comprcs- 
sor flowpath i i s  shown in F igurc  3.4 and identifies an increase  of 5.1 cm 
(2 .0  inches) in length and 3 . 8  cm (1.5 inches) in rotor  inlcl; diameter  . All 
blading and flowpath changes occur forwarcl of tlzc Stage 5 rotor inlet. Blade 
 chord^ have been lengthened and the Elowpath expanded primari ly  a t  the ro tor  
tip. 
The a,croclynamic performance of the revised compressor  was 
es timatcd as follows for design, 100 percent, speed operation. 
Overall p ressure  ratio,  16.7 
Inlet airflow, 36.30 kg/sec (80.03 Ib/sac) 
Rotational speed, 14,231 rpm 
Efficiency, 83.6 percent  
Stall Margin, 22.15 percent 
The mechanical changes anticipated i n  the growth compras sor 
include a new compressor  case for the increased 'length and diameter, and 
new blading f o r  "ha first four stages. The air design retains the blade 
geometry tlirougl~ the remainder of the compressor .  A l l  s ta tor  vanes will 
b,! changed f r o m  titanium to nickle base alloy, Inco 718, Some of the rear 
stage rotor blades may require a material change. 
3 . 2 . 2  Turbine 
The two stage turbine of the growth engine will re tain essentially 
the same aerodynamic design as that of the base engine. Some minor r e -  
staggering of blades and s ta tors  will be m a d e  to match the new cycle flow 
function and to yield low levels of turbine exit swirl. Turbine cooling will 
remain unchanged. Nozzle f i l m  cooling and f i r s t  stage convection cooling 
schemes will be retained. The second stage blades wi l l  remain uncooled. 
The major change in the turbine blades wi l l  be mater ia l  substitution of ~ e n g  
125 in place of the Rene 100 used in  the YJ97-GE-100 and -3  engines, 
Life analysis of the turbine blades is summarized in Figure 3 . 5 .  
The analysis was performed at an  engine speed of 103 percent, which is the 
one minute take-off rating. This and other ratings will  be described in  the  
engine performance section. The turbine inlet  temperat-ure a t  this operating 
point is 1467°K (2640°R). At this condition, limiting li£e of the Stage I 
blades is  125 hours. Based on tho reference ASW mission cycle given in  
Tablc 2.8, thc fraction of the mission at; powcr scttings above 9 5  pcrccnt  is 
about 9.1 pcrccnt  of tho total mission time. Assuming all high power 
scttings aro equivalent in terms of material damage, the total se rv ice  lifc 
ol the Stagc 1 blades is 1370 I ~ o u r s ,  This design lifc is comparable with tho 
criteria established f o r  the turbotip f an  system. Somc minor changes of 
blade design and cooling could to used to increase  the life to approximately 
3000 hours. 
An analysis o i  tcmpor ature-  speed limits during the  maxifi.um 
contr 01 excursions and cngine emergency operation was performed. F igure  
3.6 gives the maximum turbine inlet temperature limits for  engine speeds in 
the range of interest .  Thcsc l imits  wi l l  be compared with the short-time 
r a t ings  during tho discussion of engino perlorrnancc. 
Other dcsign changes a~lticipatcd i n  the turbine inclucle changes of 
thc stator f r o m  brazed-Iabrirdccd to cas t  construction. The disk systems 
would a l s o  be ~ - o d e s i g ~ ~ c d  t o  reI1uct the change of blade ~ t a g g e r  and fhc 
increased centrifugal load a s  sociatcd with t l ~ c  redefined dc sign speed. 
The growtl~ cngine would involve redesign from the  current engine 
and would represent  an improvcment over the cur rent  engine. Table 3.2 
gives the estimated weights of the growth engine, with tho comparable 
J97-GE-100 weight. T l ~ c  growth engine system yields a 20 percent increase 
in  power for about a 1 3  percent increase  in weight. On a thrust-to-weight 
basis, this is about a onc-for -one brade. 
3 . 3  Water h jec t ion  
Water  injection in  turbojet engines is a well-lcnown method of 
increasing thrust during the short  period of a i rc raf t  take-off, In V/STOL 
operation, increases i n  thrus t  associated with short- t ime take-off ratings 
and water ii-rj ection yie ld  a signif icant  improvement i n  the payload o r  fuel- 
ca r ry ing  capability of the aircraf t .  A study was pe r lo rmed  to define a 
7- ~ t e r  injection system for the 597 enginc and to determine the th rus t  gains 
associated with tho use of water injection. 
Tllere are presently two locations considered f o r  water injection, 
compressor inlet and combustor inlet. Compressor inlet water injection i s  
the most effective method because the work of c ~ i n p r e s s i a n  is reduced during 
vaporization of the water. Performance improvements associated with this 
method are unpredictable and must  usually be  determined during actual engine 
testing. Compressor  inlet  water injection also has the additional problem of 
changing compressor clearances due to t11e quenching action of the water. 
Combustor wator itljoction is tho uasior n~ahl~ocl Lo tlcvclop and 
prcciic-t. Thia mcthhacl was eelectcd lor Lllc engine studics to dckci*minc 1 1 1 ~  
advantages of such a system. A water flow ra te  af four personl; comprcosor 
flow was a~itablishccl or thc porforinancc studies based on a reasonable com- 
promise  b e b e e n  improved performance and reduced compressor  s ta l l  
margin.  
3.3.1 System Description 
The s y s t c n ~  sclectecl for  the 597 engine consists of the components 
identified in F igure  3 .7 .  Components instalbod on the engine include: 
Water manifold 
Mounting pads on compressor  rear frame 
Pressurizat ion valves 
Components remote f rom the engine are: 
Water storage tank 
Feed pump 
Water cooler 
Electric ally- actuated control valve 
Connecting plumbing 
The spraybaro are similar in  design to the spraybars  used to 
deliver fuel to afterburners.  Each spraybar spans the compressor  discharge 
flowpath and contains a pressurization valve which prohibits external flow 
leakage f rom the compressor o r  water leakage into the engine except when 
the water p res su re  exceeds a predetermined p res su re  level of about 440 k N / m  2 
(1 4C ;b/in2). During the operating conditions when water injection is intended 
to be used ox anticipated as  an emergency measure,  the feed pump will be 
operating continuously. The bypass control valve i s  open and the bypass flow 
prevents build-up of manifold pressure. A small  amount of water flow 
passes through the manifold for cooling and priming. A cooler i s  inserted 
i n  the cooling flow return to remove tile heat gain which occurred due to the 
hot compressor  discharge environment. The pressusization valve docs not 
permit water to flow into the engine. 
When water injection is commanded, the bypass valve i s  closed 
and tho manifold prcseurc incrcascs almos l. instantaneously producing water 
injcction into the combustor. Water Ilow continues until the supply is 
consumed o r  the bypaas valve i s  again actiuatod. This sys tem provides a 
nearly connstant flow rate ,  i ndcpc~~dcn t  ol the ollgino powcr setting, Feed 
pump p r e s s u r e  and spraybar  orifice s i ze  a r c  the pr ime factors which 
establish t l ~ c  flow quantity. 
3 . 3 . 2  Weights -
Tho weights or the engine-mounted components of the water injection 
s y s t c ~ ~ i  were  estimated to represent  an added weight of 9.5  kg (21 lbs) per 
cngino. 
3 . 4  Performance 
The lollowing discussion covers  t11e per formarce  of the basic J97 
gas generator,  particularly the definition of engine short- t ime ratings and 
effects of water injection. System porIormance, fan and cngina, will  be 
discussed i n  Section 5.4. 
Tho use of engine short- t ime ratings is an offoctivc way to  inc rease  
V/STOL payload, range and time-on-station a t  sma l l  increases  of weight; o r  
slight reductions of life of the propulsion components, Thrce rating conditions 
have been dcfine d: 
VTO - A vert ical  take -off power r a t i n g  which has been assumed to 
occur not longer than one minute per  a i rc raf t  mission 
MAX - A maximum demand t . c  c o n t r o l  powcr setting whicL is 
required f o r  not longer than three seconds per  application 
EMERG - An emergency power setting which i s  established to 
provide increased power during occurrences sue11 as engine-ouf: 
operation. Following usage of this power setting, not to exceed 
one minute, the engine must be inspected or removed for  evaluation 
of hot parts 
The MAX and VTO power settings both occur a t  the same engine 
speed. At VTO, the engine operation is established by the nominal trimmed 
fan turbine area.  To achieve the MAX power setting, flow t ransfer  between 
pairs of engines i s  required to raise the engine operating line to the limiting 
level. This concept of flow transfer  between pa i r s  of interconnected engines 
i s  a concept commonly referred to as ETAC. In defining the engine operation 
at the MAX rating point, it was assumed that the flow t ransfer  was through a 
no loss  duct, This assumption has only small effects on performance because 
of the small levels  of Elow transfer, about seven percent. Short-time rating 
l imits for L11e two J97 engine cycles are given i n  Table 3. 3. 
Performance of the Growth and Y J97-GE-100 engines was determined 
at the tllrcc rat ing conditiong, both with and witl~out combustor water injection. 
Tllc engine discharge gas conditions at these rating points is given in  Tablcs 
3. 5 and 2.6. Similar performance data, using an assumed set of installation 
assumptions, given in Tablc 3.4, is also given in  Tablcs 3.7 and 3 . 8 .  
Additional engine performance data will. be includecl with the sys tem per for -  
mance  preserltcd in Section 5.4 cf this report and in Reference 5. 
4 . 0  FAN DESIGN STUDIES 
A s  a prelude to the selection of a l i f t /c ru ise  fan preliminary design 
configuration, numerous studies were performed to determine the most 
suitable features whiclz would meet  the design cr i te r ia ,  yield best performance 
a t  the l ig l~ tes t  weight and produce a low c o s t  configuration attractive to the 
aircraft installations, At the onset of the study, certain desirable design 
features  were  initially established. These include: 
Structural Rear  F r a m e  - for application as a cru ise  fan, a front 
f r ame  fan configuration would requfre s t ru t  anti-icing to  meet  the 
design cri ter ia .  Previous l i f t  fans employed front f r ame conf igura- 
tions f u r  minimum installation thickness and support of the siiallow 
inlet bellmouth. These are not requirements for a l i f t lcruise  fan 
sys tem and are consistent with cur rent  la rge  turbofan technology. 
Other design studies, Reference 6, had shown that a structural r e a r  
frame fan i s  the lightest configuration. A s t ruc tura l  r e a r  f rame was 
successfu'lly demonstrated during t e s t s  of the 2.03 me te r  (80 inch) 
LCF380 l i f t lcruise  fan. 
Conventional Cruise Inlet - the a i r f rame studies use the fans installed 
as either a l i f t /cruise  fan or  pure lift fan in  the nose of the aircraft. 
Both installations employ deep straight inlets. 
Lubricated Bearings - conventional lubricated bearings are required 
to meet  the life requirements. Grease packed bearings used in lift 
only fans are the lightest system but were not intended for continuoud 
c ru i se  duty cycles, The fan lubrication systems must  be self- 
contained f o r  each fan .to eliminate the requirement of interconnect 
for an  engine driven lube sys tern. 
Confluent Flow Exhaust - due to the thrust  vectoring requirements of 
the l i f t lcruise  fan, a l l  fan and turbine exhaust thrust  must  be deflected 
downward during V/STOL operation. Thrust vectoring can be accom- 
plished more  efficiently when the two flows a r e  mixed prior  to 
entering the thrust: deflector. 
The design features which were  considered during the studies were: 
Ae r oclynamic s 
Fan Stall Margin 
Shrouded or Unshxouded Turbine 
Scrol l  
Flowpath Cross  -Section Shape 
Mounting 
Fan  Inlet Scaling Metllods 
Rotor 
Number of Fan and Turbine Blades 
Midspan Shroud Requirements 
Conventional o r  Twin Web Dislc 
Blade to  Turbine C a r r i e r  Attachment 
Shroudocl or Unsl~rouded Turbine Blades 
Vanc /I? rame 
Number of Stator Vancs, Structural and Non-Structural 
Vane Lean 
Structur a1 Cooling Methods 
4.1 Aerodynamics 
The aerodynamic clesign pa ramete r s  for the LCF459 fan were  
established during the initial fan design selection studies, Design point a i r  - 
f low and pressurc ratio were cs tablished to yielcl maximum static thrust 
Iou a fan tip diamoter of 1 .50  m e t e r s  (59 i n c b e ~ ) .  The initial design selection 
s tudies  used one dimensional analysis to determine the flow properties and 
performance of the fan and turbinc. The next step of the design process  i s  to 
es tahlish the aer  odynarnic design pa ramete r s  using two dimensional axisym- 
m e t r i c  analytical procedures. Normal  fail performance indicators such as  
blade loading and f an  stall  margin were  deterrninecl and compared with 
existing design c r i t e r i a  and previous General Electric experience of s imi lar  
turbomachinery systems. The procedures involve i terations between the 
mechanical and aerodynamic designs to produce a viable fail configuration. 
Similar design iterations wcye performed for  the turbine considering 
i t e m s  such as number of blades, levels  oI turbine reaction and the require-  
ments fo r  a tip shrouded turbine. The following discussion presents  some of 
die highlights of these studies. 
4 .1+1 Fan Stall Margin 
Estimates of the stall  margin potential of the initial fan aerodynamic 
design were on the order of 12 to 1 3  percent a t  design point. This design 
featured a discharge Mach number of 0.5, 56 ro tor  blades, 30 s tator  vanes 
and a cylindrical tip flowpath contour, This level of s ta l l  margin  is probably 
inadequate to sustain the operating environment which would include exit 
s ta t ic  pressure  distortion due to the exhaust deflector, conventional levels of 
inlet  distortion and hot gas reingestion. The l a rges t  levels of these dis tor-  
t ions will most: likely occur during V/STOL operation. A design study was 
undertaken to determine the most  desirable means of increasing the s ta l l  
lnargin potential using a procedure based on a correlation of the known stat ic  
p r c s  sure r i s e  capability of tested turbomachincry. Consider ation was given 
in f f~e  studies to determine thc effects of blade and vane aspect ratios, blade 
and vane numbers,  flowpath contour and exit Mach number. 
Reductions in blade numbcr, vane number and aspect rat ios  
increased the estimated stall margin, but the increases of rotor moment of 
inertia and fan weight l imited tho benefit available. The resulting fan design 
was selected to have 52 rotor  blades and 27 s tator  vanes, based on the 
rnochanical design limitations. Altering the fan flowpath to a rotor tip slope 
of 10 degrees was also used to increase the cstimatecl s tal l  margin in the 
selected design. The l a rges t  improvement in  s tal l  margin was obtained 
through increases  of the fan cliscl~arge Mach number. A change in Mach 
number f r o m  0.50 to 0.55 produced a 3.4 percent improvement in  s tal l  margin 
potential. Incorporatiilg these features, 10 degrees tip slope and an e:dt Mach 
number of 0.55, yields a fan with a predicted s tal l  marg in  of 18 percent a t  the 
design point. In the V/STOL operating mode the fan nominal speed is about 
8 to 10 percent  below design speed. At this conditioq, an increase i n  fan 
exit a rea  will be used to produce increases  in  both fan t l ~ r u s t  and stal l  margin. 
Figure 4.1 shows the s ta l l  margin for maximum sea level static net thrust, 
A stall margin  of 25 percent was selected to define the Ian operating chaxac- 
ter is t ics  during V/STOL operation. 
4.1.2 Shroudod/Unshrouded Turbine 
Early in the design, if: was recognized that for turbines, with high 
radius rat ios  arid large tip diameters,  t ip clearance could have a very Fmpor- 
tant effect on performance. The question also arose as to whether or  not 
tip shrouds should be used on the turbine buckets. A design study was 
therefore made to determine the bensitivity of turbine performance to tip 
clearance both with and witl~out buckct tip shrouds. 
F igure  4.2 is a correlation of turbine efficiency and tip clearance 
based on a nurnbes of unshrouded test  turbines. The data is  plotted against 
the bucket t ip value of "sin B l  / s in  Pz" which is an indication of tip 
reaction. A11 important operating points for the LCF459 turbine lie wikhin 
a range of 0.95 t o  1.05. Using this corrclation, Figure 4. 3 was obtained 
showing the design point efficiency decrement with tip clearance changes for 
the LCF45 9 turbine both with and witl~out ip shrouds. The efficiency 10s s 
for  a shrouded turbine is simply calculated based on the leakage over the 
shroud tip sea l  tooth, assuming a 1 /8  inch open honeycomb tip seal.  This 
comparison shows that the desirability of a tip shroud increases  rapidly, 
f rom the performance point of view, a s  tip clearances become larger .  At 
very small tip clearances an unshrouded turbine may be preferred.  Thus, 
the desirability of a tip shroud depends strongly upon the clearances to be 
expected. Curves similar  to Figure 4 . 3  can also be constructed for  other 
turbine operating points and will vary somewhat due to level of turbine tip 
reaction. Table 4.1 shows the tip clearances expected at: seve ra l  important 
crperating points with the corresponding differences in turbine efficiency, 
2nd indicates that the loiter point is the most  cr i t ical  and the governing 
factor in the selection of a tip shrouded turbine for this design. A discussion 
of the analysis performod to determine these turbine operating clearances is 
presented in Section 5.2. 
4.1.3 Fan Acro Design 
T l ~ c  significant design parameters  which describe the fan aero  
design a r e  presented i n  Table 4.2. Selection of the fan airflow and p res su re  
rat io  was dictated basically by the installation thrust requirements and the 
available gas  generator power. A maximum design tip speed of 343 m/sec 
(1 125 f t /sec)  and a minimum hub radius rat io  of about 0.40 were selected 
pr imari ly  on the basis of rotor mechanical design considerations. A 
specilic airflow of 199 .2  ~ ~ / s - r n ~  (40.8 lb/sec-ft2) was selected to  insure 
good cruise efficiency with a minimum fan frontal area.  The numbers of 
blades and vanes were selected based or- the mechanical design requirements 
of the rotor and vane/frame, consistent with maximum stall  margin.  Other 
design parameters  presented in Table 4.2 resul t  f rom the selection of the 
above parameters  . 
The fan rotor i s  tip shrouded and incorporates a par t-span shroud 
at 65 percent of the blade span. Tkle leading edge of tho tip shroud also 
s e r v e s  as  a single tooth seal  restr ic t ing the flow of turbine cooling airflow 
into the fan tip region, The fan stator vanes are leaned 25 degrees a t  the 
hub as shown in Figure 4.4 f o r  aerodynamic as well as mechanical reasons,  
to be cliscussed latex. The aerodynamic purpose of the s ta tor  vane lean is 
to help turn the flow radially inward and thus relieve the low static pressure  
which occurs at the fan hub and the tendency of separation along the aft 
centerbody, 
The fan stator vanes are of non-uniform thickness; every third vane 
being a thicker s t ructural  vane. These s t ruc tura l  vanes have a maximum 
thickness-to-chord ratio of eight percent, while the intermediate,  non- 
s t ructural  vanes a r e  four percent thick, The fan exit total  pressure profile 
is skewed a s  shown in Figure 4.5 to reduce fan hub loading. 
Figures 4.6 through 4.15 present  a number of fan aerodynamic 
design details. The calculation of the vector diagrams and fluid properties 
upon which these details a r e  based was accomplished with the aid of the 
General  Electric NEWCAFD computer program. This p rogram numeric ally 
solves the axisymmetric differential equations of fluid flow along desired 
calculation lines within arb i t ra ry  axisymmetric boundaries. The analysis 
considers flow with or  without blade rows,  non-uniform total p res su re  and 
temperature proiilos and leaned or  swept blade rows. 
F igure  4.6 shows the fan flovpath and the calculated axisymmetric 
streamlines.  Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show, respectively, contours of equal. 
meridional Mach numbers and static pressures .  For purposes of this 
analysis, the turbine exhaust flow streamline was assumed as  the boundary 
for the fa11 flow in  the exhaust duct. F igures  4.9 through 4.15 show radial  
distributions of a number of parameters  of common interest .  The abscissas  
on these plots a r e  fan s t r e a m  function which i s  the r a t io  of flow to total fan 
flow, F igure  4.16 relates  the ?Cream function to the blade edge radial  
stations . 
Only one a rea  of minor concern is evident on examining khese results.  
Figure 4.12 shows the stator hub D factor  to be high locally due to a low 
static p r e s s u r e  a t  the stator hub leading edge. This produces a predicted 
high stator hub loss coefficient as  shown in Figure 4.11. Minor reshaping of 
the hub flowpatl~ in  a detail  design wi l l  alleviate this problem. 
Radial distributions of loss  coefficient were  estimated for the rotor 
and stator a s  a function of the local D factor ,  solidity, inlet relative Mach 
number, and e k t  air angle. Adders representative of end losses  were 
applied at the inner and outer blade regions. The average fan adiabatic 
efficiency calculated using these loss  coefficients was 0.882. Additional 
efficiency decrements were  estimated for the par t-span shroud and forward 
seal leakage as -0.014 and -0.018, respectively, with a resulting net fan 
efficiency of 0.850. 
4.1.4 Turbine Aero Design 
Table 4 . 3  presents a number of the basic turbine design point 
parameters .  The inlet g a s  conditions, total p res su re  rat io  and energy 
extraction are determined by the gas generator discharge gas conditions and 
the fan power requirements. The turbine exit Mach number i s  s e t  a t  a 
relatively high value of 0.55 fo r  minimum bucket length and to reduce tke 
static p r e s s u r e  differences between the turbine and f a n  s t reams.  The 
exhaust flow i s  diffused to  a Mach number of about 0.45 before mixing with 
the fan discharge flow. 
At: design point, the turbine was selected to have a smal l  amount of 
reaction, 10 pcrcent at the hub and 20 percent a t  t5e tip. With this amount 
of reaction, the exit swir l  angle is about 8.5 degrees and turbine outlet guide 
vanes a r e  not needed to straighten the exhaust flow. A t  the c ru i se  operating 
point, exit swirl angles and reaction levels are s imi lar  to the design point. 
At reduced power settings and full admission arc, such as the loi ter  operating 
point, the tends to dccrcasc toward the impulse condition. Thus, 
incorporating s o m e  rcaction at the turbine design point l ~ c l p s  ro prevent par t  
speed turbine efficiency f r o m  dropping as rapidly as it woulcl wit11 a n  impulse 
design. Turbine rcaction a lso  tends to dacrcaso with part ia l  arc operation. 
At tile nominal VTOL operating point with 240 degrees admission arc, Ll~e 
turbine hub rcac  ti011 will operate  near  impulse. Far  positive rcaction, 
buclcct aerodyllamic loading parameters (i. c ,  Zweiffel numbers) decrease,  
and thus lower bucket solidities a re  permitted, compared: to impulse t u r b i n e ,  
Lower buclcet solidities represent  lower ra tor  weights and inertias.  
An accurate. evaluation of turbine ollic iency changes with r caclion 
i s  clifficult to obtain slloi-t of conduct of actual t es t  programs.  Based on 
previous t e s t  experience, an estimated two percent improvement ol: turbine 
efficiency m a y  be attributed to the levels of rcaction included in the selectcd 
design. The improvements a r e  achieved primari ly  I l ~ r  ougll reductions of 
turbine nozzle exit and bucket inlet  Mach numbers. Similar o r  l a rge r  
improvements i n  turbine efficiency can be expected during oif-design opera- 
tion of the tur binc. 
Aerodynamic loading of the turbine is modcstr wit11 a pitch line stage 
work coefficient ( g ~ ~ ~ / 2 u p 2 )  of 0 .83  and a pitch line stage vclocily ratio (up/vo) of 0.475. The turbine wheel speed was cstablifihed by thc fan ra ther  
than by turbine aerodynamic loading cr i te r ia .  
Figure 4.17 shows the turbine hull> and tip vector diagrams and 
Table 4.4 presents aeroclynamic parameters  a t  hub, pitch and tip locations. 
The calculations were macle assuming free vortex s imple radial equilibrium 
a t  each station. 
A turbine base design point efliciency was sstirnated to be 0. 88, not 
including tip leakage and part ia l  admission 10s ses which arc accounted f o r  
separately. At the design point with a tip sllroud and with 1.4 mm (0.055 in)  
clearance, Figure 4 . 3  shows an expected tip leakage loss of 2 . 0  percent in  
efficiency. At the design point, without par t ia l  admission losses ,  the 
efficiency is therefore 0.86. F o r  full arc  operation a t  other than design 
speed, performance was determined using an estimated turbine performance 
map, described in  Section 5.5. 
During partial  a r c  operation, additional 10s s e s  will occur because 
of the inactive bucket windage loss and the 10s ses  which occur  a t  each end of 
the admission ax c, 
Dimensional analys e s  substantiated by t e s t  data, Reference 7, have 
shown that the power consumed by windage o r  pumping in the inactive buckets 
of a partial  admission turbine can be represented by an equation of the f o r m  
whcr c 
PWL = windage loss ,  k W  
P = fluid density in inactive a rc ,  kg/rn3 
A = annulus a rea  of inactive a rc ,  m 2 
up = m e a n  peripheral bucket velocity, m / s e c  
KF = a constant clepending on tlic geometry 01 the bucket and i t s  
surrounding structure.  
For performance est imates  for the LCF459 turbine, a value of 34, O 
was used fo r  KF based on the test  resul ts  given in the reforonce. This value 
was increased alightly to allow for  the ex t ra  windagc of the tip shroud and 
bucket caxricr ,  Using this value for i < ~  and the dcsign values for  A and up, 
wc can wri te  the I o l l o w i ~ ~ g  cquation for windage loss  for  the LCF459 turbine: 
where 
Ptj4 turbine exit air density, kg/m3 
F = fraction 01 admission arc 
YON = percent of design phys. i l  speed 
Further partial admission losses  occur at each end of the active 
admission arc due to ineIficierrcics and flow losses .  These losses may be 
represented by an equation of the l0X'I-n 
where 
PEL= er loss, k W  
Ag = projected bucket a r e a  (length x projected chord), m 2 
AH = turlsine energy extraction, J / g  
W = turbine gas flow, kg/sec 
This form of the equation i s  equivalent to saying that thc end loss 
powor i s  proportionate to the energy available in the n o w  which is swept into 
the inactivc arc  by tllc moving buckets. Although good kcst data on cnd l u s scs  
in turbincs arc scarce, past tip turbine performance cslimatos have assurncd 
a l o s s  cqual to 1. 5 timcs the energy contained in the tllcoretical flow swcpt 
into the inactive arc and have shown good correlation with measured tip 
turbinc performance. 
Using the LCF459 design values, the end losses  Lccomo: 
Performance of the LCF459 during par t ia l  arc operation includes 
corrections of turbine performance using the mathematical representation lor 
both the end and part ia l  admission losses .  Table 4. 5 gives a listing of theae 
estimated losses  at selected fan operating conditions. 
4 .2  Scsoll 
4 . 2 . 1  Design Considerations 
The p r imary  function of the scro l l  is to efficiently distribute the 
engine discllarge gas to the tip turbinc. This requires  a flaw passage wit11 
approximately a constant velocity and a minimum of internal flow obstruction 
o r  blockages which would result in  high pressu re  losses .  A second design 
consideration i s  t l ~ e  alignment of the nozzle discharge wit11 the tip turbine 
during operating conditions. The l a rge  diameter scro l l  under goes significant 
rad ia l  thermal expansion cornpar ed to the shor t  tip turbine annulus. 
The forwarcl Ian seal  is supported by flle scrol l  s t ructure and controls 
the loalcago of turbine gas into the fan flowpath. The sea l  must be dimensionally 
s table  and not influenced by tho large relative radial  thermal  growth o i  the 
scroll compared to the fan. Excessive leakage will adversely effect the fan 
performance. 
In some aircraft  installations, an increase in the a i rc raf t  payload 
will occur for a low profile scro l l  design due to  the decrease in  nacelle 
weight and the reduction of the frontal  a rea .  The magnitude of the increased 
as a function of scro l l  height i s  dependent on the a i rc raf t  installation 
and the mission. A low scro l l  profile is a desirable  design objective i f  it 
is provided widlout excessive increases  of p res su re  losses ,  weight or cost. 
4. 2. 2 Shape Studics 
Tllc clcsign studies  01 thc scroll considcrcd hvo diflcrcnt s c ro l l  
flowpath ssl~apcs. Thc most; simple, lightweight acrol l  configuration uses 
circular c r o s s  -sections to Iorm the full or  360 degree flowpath. F o r  the 
design t rado studies, i t  was assumed that: the sc ro l l  was supplied through 
two inlets, one feeding 240 degrees of a r c  and the othzr fecding Inc 
remaining 120 degree arc .  This inlct  arrangement  represents  only one 
poss iMe configuration of many which a r e  strongly aircraft ins tallation 
dependent. Alternate sc ro l l  inlet configurations were  considered in  the 
studies and a r e  described in Section 5.4. 
A second scro l l  configuration was established to provide a niinimum 
fan system frontal a rea ,  This scro l l  incorporates three c i rcu lar  c r o s s -  
sectionit blended together to form a multilobe flowpath. Reduction of frontal 
area using the multilobe sc ro l l  can be obtainad at increases  in cost, weight 
and p res su re  losses of the scrol l ,  The following discussion presents  a 
comparison of these two s c r o l l  shapes, Selection of a scro l l  shape for the 
final configuration was not rcquircd s ince i t s  effects on the other fan 
comp~nen t s  is very minor.  The sc ro l l  configuration selection can be 
withheld until initiation of the detail  design of the LCF459 fan. 
The circular sc ro l l  configur ari ,n is shown schematicall,y in  Figure 
4.18, The scro l l  is held in position by 36 pins welded into the scro l l  
mounting flange a s  shown in Figure 4.19. The pins slide in radial  slots in  
the forward fan  casing flange, This allows the sc ro l l  t o  expand and contract 
radiauy during high temperature cyclic operations. The pins arc also used 
to react the 42.25 k N  ( 9500 lb) tangential th rus t  load on the scroll .  The 
axial thrust load, 21.17 kN (4760 lb), on the sc ro l l  is  res i s ted  by a 360 
degree retainer plate bolted to the forward fan casing flange. The retainer  
also provides a positive a i r  s e a l  against leakage into the surro.unding 
aircraft  cavity. 
The forward fan seal i s  supported f r o m  the fan casing by 18 
equally -spaced s t ruts  which pass  throagh hollow turbine nozzle vanes and 
a r e  bolted to the fan seal  support ring. This allows the forward fan s e a l  to 
ramain stationary and concentric as the sc ro l l  expands =d contracts 
radially during operation. Cooling a i r  is ducted f rom the fan exhaust into a 
plenum chamber surrounding the outer surface of the nozzle rir,g. The fan 
a i r  flows through all of fihe 160 hollow nozzles into the inner plenum a s  shown 
schematically in Figure 4.19. The fan a i r  fhen passes  through the perforated 
outer sea l  into the cavity between the two sea ls  and discharges into the fan 
inlot, The m&od of supplying this s e a l  buffer a i r  will be described in detail  
i n  Section 4.6. The forward sea l  support r ing will operate at a fan discharge 
air temperature,  except for the small  amount of heat addition a s  the flow 
passes through the hollow nozizle passages.  
The internal  flow arca of thc circular  scroll i s  designed for an  inlet 
Mach number of 0.25. Tbc flow a r c a  i s  l inearly decreased to a minimum 
15. 3 c m  (6 in) diamctor section. This minimum cross -section is required to 
maintain a rigid s t ructure throughout tho remaining scro l l  cirournfcrcnce. 
In t l ~ c  noazlc transition section, 80 Izollow s t ru ts  as shown in Figure 
4.18 are brazccl into the face s l ~ e e t s  f;o carry t l ~ c  prcssurc hoop loads around 
the  shcll. Thc s t ru t s  a r c  orientccl to minimize local bcncling so tihat the 
s t r u t  is essentially a tc~ls i le  load-carrying mcrnber. The s truts  also include 
camber  to aicl in turning lllc llow into the fan turbine nozzles and thus yield a 
reduction of the overall  p r e s s u r e  Zosscs, 
The multilobe scro l l  sllown in F i g u r e  4 .20  is similar  i n  construction 
to  the circular  sc ro l l  except for the geometry 01 t11e shcll. The forward air  
seal, scroll mounting and turbine nozzle sys tems  are identical, The primary 
advantage oI the multilobc sc ro l l  is the rcducsd section height: and projected 
f ronta l  area. The rnultilobe sc ro l l  design employs t ic rods at thc junction of 
the intcr secting cylinders to t ransfer  the p r e s s u r e  hoop loads betwecn 
oppositc sides of the prcssu rc  vessel .  The aerodynamically shaped tic rods 
arc spaced on 2. 5 cm (1.0 inch) centers  a t  the two locations of intersecting 
s c r o l l  lobes, Each tie rod has  a cross-sect ional  area of 0 , 0 7 8  sq c m  
(0.03 2 sq in) with a resnlting maximum tcnsilc stress of 1 72, 000 l t ~ / r n '  
( 2 5 .  0 ksi). This low s t r e s s  level is established to proviclc l o r  tic rod 
fa i lures  without sequential Ia i lures  of t h e  adjacent- rods.  
The resu l t s  ol: the trade-of1 study between the circular  and multilobe 
s c r o l l  a r e  summarized in Table 4. 6, Thc c i rcu lar  scro l l  showed significant 
improvements in a l l  categories except in the projectcd fan frontal  a rca .  The 
0.56 square m e t e r  (882 square  inch) reduction in the projected frontal a rea  
of the multilobc scro l l  may 2 rove significant in  increasing the a i rc raf t  pay- 
load. However, the improvement in the a i rc raf t  payload was not evaluated 
s ince  it is dependent on the a i r c ra f t  coniiguratio~l and i ts  application and is 
beyond the scope of the cu r ren t  design study, Although the multilobe scro l l  
h a s  a better installed performallcc due to i t s  smal le r  projected arca,  the 
c i rcu lar  scro l l  intcrnal performance i s  higher due to the absence of tie rods.  
A tabulation of the estimated p r e s s u r e  losses  of the two sc ro l l  configurations 
is given in Table 4.7. 
Manufacturing costs  of the circular  sc ro l l  will be l e s s  than the 
rnultilobe scro l l  even though the same number of die-formed pieces are 
requi red  since the circular  s c r o l l  dies a r e  l e s s  complicated and require  l e s s  
welding in joining the segments into a finished unit. The addition of tie rods 
would also increase  tile machining and joining costs for the multilobe scroll. 
The 5.9 kg (23  lb) weight disadvantage of the multilobe scro l l  i s  due to the 
added tie rods and local shel l  re inforcements  a t  the junction of the intersecting 
cylinders. 
4.2. 3 Stress /Li fc  Analysis 
~ e n 6  41 wau selccted as  the sc ro l l  mater ia l  sincc it is considered 
the most  versa t i le  high tcmperat:urc alloy available. It is highly oxidation 
resis tant  ta  temperatures  of 816°C (1500°F), ~ c n 6  41 can be iner t-gas  
wclded with or without f i l ler  mater ia l  using arc o r  electron beam welding. 
The  matcr ia l  propcrtics can also bc rontroUcd through variations of heal 
treatment ternperal-ures to provide the best balancc between rupture and 
tonsilo properties.  The 0.02 percent yield ancl rupture strength 
for  the selected ~ e n 6  41 mate r i a l  a r e  shown i n  F igure  4.21, These material 
propert;ics wore ~ s c d  in  thc scro l l  l i ie analysis as clescribed i n  the following 
paragraph. 
The scrol l  life analysis was based on a 3000 hour life fo r  the 
representative ASW mission. Tlze scro l l  temperature,  pressure ,  number of 
cycles per mission and s t r e s s  a r e  slzown in Table 4.8, Approximately 98 
percent of the scroll l ife is used up in the take<-off and landing portions of the 
mission. Only 22.5 percent  of the s t r e s s  rupture life of the scro l l  is used 
during the 3000 hour life. 
4.2.4 Defect Analysis 
A sc ro l l  defect analysis was performed to u s t a b l i ~ h  the sensitivity 
of the sc ro l l  to mandactur ing  defects and survivability to foreign object 
damage o r  smal l  a rms  f i re ,  The resul ts  of this study a r e  shown i n  Table 
4.9 and show that: the sc ro l l  could survive a 2 .0  c m  (0.8 inch) defect 
sustained during flight and s t i l l  complete the mission. Similarly, if the 
defect occurred during the take-off maneuvor, the maximum size l imit  i s  
1,5 cm (0. 58 inch) to s t i l l  enable the a i rc raf t  to complete the mission. 
A l ife analysis of the scroll ,  with typical weld defects, was PC.?- 
formed to determine the capability of meeting the 3000 mission cycle cri ter ia .  
For a typical. maximum allowable defect s f  2.0 cm (0.8 inches),  the scro l l  
will be capable of sustaining 50,000 start -s top cycles which greatly exceeds 
the design cr i te r ia .  
4. 3 Rotor 
4. 3.1 Design Considerations 
The rotor  sys tem was designed to meet the LCF459 requirements 
which include 6000 hours minimum life and 6800 mission cycles. The cri t ical  
design objectives which have a direct  influence on the rotor design are: 
13i r d  strike capability 
Tirno rcsponsc (min imum inertia) 
Blade -disk sys tem stability m a r g i n  
T o r ~ i o n a l  flutter stability 
Dcsign studies initiated early in  the program showed that the 
combined bird slrikce c r i t e r i a  and rosponac requirements established a rotor 
syatom containing between 52 and 56 titanium bladea. A single mid-span 
shroud would also likely be required in addition to a tip shroud lock-up, This 
configuration was used a s  the starting point f c r  the t rade  ~tudit:s. 
O t l ~ e r  significant design c r i t e r i a  uaed in the studies were: 
15 percent: margin of blade-disk frequency over the 2/rov at 2 00 
percent  ~peecl 
Sfresscs less than 0.2 percent minimum yield strength 
Strcsscs lese than 107 cycles in s t r e s s  range diagram 
15 percent margin on bladc natural frequenciee over anticipated 
excitation sources 
Burst  speed grea ter  than 122 percent design speed 
Dislr. dovetail capable cf restraining adjacent blades with one blade 
out 
Single bladc removal on-wing 
Blade flutter shall  not occur pr ior  to fan s tal l  
4.3.2 Blade Midspan Shrouds 
F igure  4.22 shows the initial fan airfoil geometry generated for a 
52 bladed rotor .  Based on this geometry, an investigation was initiated to 
establish the number and location of fan blade midspan shrouds. F igure  4.23 
r e l a t e s  fie torsional reduced velocity, the blade airfoil  stage weight and the 
number of ro tor  blades for a non-midspan shrouded rotor  and a rotor with 
midspan shrouds. A low torsional reduced velocity parameter  is required to 
insure a stable, fluttcr -f r e e  blade configuration, The trends indicate that fo r  
a given reduced velocity parameter  a midspan shrouded stage represen.ts a 
significant weight  savings over t l i ~  non- shrouded stage. Effects of the 
spanwise locatibn the midspan a r e  also shown. A midepan shrouded blade 
provides comparat;lvely better bird strike xesistance and a higher blade-disk 
system frequency. The lighter weight of the midspan shrouded ro tor  stage 
wil l  also exhibit lower rotor  iner t ia  as required fnr  l o w  th rus t  t ime constants. 
From a mechanical design objective standpoint, the midspan shrouded blade 
dcsign is thua superior to  a non-shrouded design. F igure  4.24 shovrs a mid- 
span shroud sized for the 65 percent span I ., . ight location on a 52 bladed fan 
rotor.  
Based on the conclusions derived f r o m  this analysis, the blade 
configuration for  the remainder of the studies will include a single midspan 
shroud, an integral tip shroud and a single hook dovetail for  blade attachment, 
Thc tip shroud dafines tho fan outer flowpath while providing a seal against 
the hot gas leakage into the fan atream. The inner flowpath is formed by 
integral platforms on the blade. The use  of two forward buffer seals  and 
cooling a i r  in the blade-turbine attachment region r e s t r i c t s  the heat flow and 
reduces the blade shroud temperature to  permi t  the use of titanium rather  
EF. an steel fan blades. The mater ia l  selected for the blade was titanium 
(>'i 17) which offers the best  strength margins at elevated temperatures  of 
any of the titanium alloys. Figure 4.25 compares  the strengths of severa l  
titanium alloys, and shows that the Ti 17 mater ia l  is superior  at temperatures 
above 260' C (500°F). 
4. 3. 3 Disk 
A comparative study of the two disk configurations shown in Figure 
4 .26  was made  to determine their cornpatability with a 52 or  56 Lladed fan. 
The limiting design consideration for  c o m p a ~ i s o n  of the two designs was the 
fir. t two diameter  coupled bladv -disk frequency margin  over the 2 / rev  
excitation line. R e e u l t ~  of the study are shown i n  F igures  4.27 through 4.31 
and a r e  summarized in Table 4.10. The conventional disk can provide the 
same frequency margin as the twin-web (hdlow) disk but with a lighter weight 
design. It can also be manufactured a t  a lower cost  with fewer processes  and 
represents  a lower risk to  the program. 
F i g u r e  4.27 i l lustrates  comparative disk effective s t r e s s e s  for  
designs which a r e  equal weight. This data shows f i a t  the conventional disk 
dcsign has lower local s t r e s s e s  f i an  the twin-web c o r i f i g ~ ~ a t i o n  a d conse- 
quently could prociuce a lighter weight design f r o m  an equivalent s t r e s s  and 
l i fe  design standpoint. Weight reduction efforts in  the rotor  a r e a  resulted in  
a final configuration as shown i n  F igure  4.28, The disk and t e s r ing  shaft 
a r e  Ti 6-4 mater ia l  iner t ia  welded to provide the lightest weight assembly. 
This disk meanline s t r e s s  distribution is shown i n  Figure 4.29. 
The disk dovetail fatigue diagram i s  shown i n  Figure 4. 30. A comparison 
wit& the blade dovetail fatigue diagram reveals  that the disk dovetail has 
m o r e  s t r e s s  margin than the blade dovetail and therefore satisfies the 
c r i te r ia  that the disk dovetail be s t ronger  than the blade dovetail which 
should be s t ronger  than the airfoil. 
The blade-disk sys tem frequency curves prcseilted in  Figure 4. 31 
w o r c  generated based on a ro tor  configuration utilizing a s tructural  spinner 
and a blade nlidspan location of 65 percent span height, The concept of a 
s t ruc tura l  spinner was initially demonstrated on the CF6- 50 engine. The 
concept employs a rotating f a n  inlet: spinner which i s  bolted directly to the 
outer  r i m  of tile fan stage disk. The combination of disk and spinner providos 
a unified s t ruc ture  which exhibits a significant stiffnes s increase above the 
disk alone stiffness. Increases  in  blade root: retention stiffness produce 
increases  of the blade-disk vibratory mode frequency and thus increased 
margin over  the potential two -per -revolution excitation, With an initial 
objective for the f i r s t  two diameter blade-disk frequency margin  of 15 
percent: at 100 percent speed rpm, and a minimum aliowable of 10 percent, 
some  improvement was required for the ini.tia1 52 bladed ro tor  coilfiguration 
with a conventional disk. A study was made to determine the eifect of the 
miclspan s l ~ r o u d  location on the margin of the f i r a t  flex frequency over ?,/rev. 
Figure 4.32 i l lustrates that the blade first flex rigid rim (no disk effect) 
margin must  be 30 percent for a 15 percent  margin with a conventional disk, 
The data also show the general, improvement of the first flex margin as the 
midspan height is lowered. This method of margin increase  can be achieved 
wifllout: any weight penalty, but i s  limited to a height band since an effective 
midspan design becomes pitch limited due to interlock crushing s t r e s s  a s  the 
midepan location 13 lowered. 
The requirement of tke blade design for this l i f t /cruise  fan to 
satisfy frequency and weight c r i te r ia  while meeting bird strike requirements 
is best accomplished with a blade-disk sys t em utilizing a conventional disk 
design. 
4, 3 . 4  Tilade Thickness Distribution 
Tlle limiting c r i t e r i a  f o r  theLCF459 fan blade design was the 
coupled blade -disk f i r s t  two wave frequency margin  over the 2/xev excitation 
at 100 percent speed. A study of a blade geometry change to improve the 
f i r s t  two wave blade-disk frequency margin over 2/rcv was conducted with 
the results shown ia Figure  4 . 3 3 .  The study sllowed that a change in the 
blade thickness distribution f r o m  the original ar base  configuration 
effectively increases the percent  m a ~ g i n  over 2/sev by approximately five 
percent  without any weight penalty. The revised thickness distribution uses 
a distribution established by configuration 4 f rom root to pitch and cod igura -  
tion 1' f rom pitch to Lip. This revised blade geometry was used f o r  stress 
and frequency a n a l y ~ i s ,  
4.3.5 Bird Strike 
m.. LI-C! . bird s t r ike capability of the LCF459 fan blade design was 
evaluated using an analytical procedure which employs a semi-empir ical  
method based on an cncrgy balance tllcory, The mctllod has  consistently 
been able to predict  wit11 good correlation the bird impact resul ts  for  new 
fans. Empirical data i ro ln  whirligig tests  and actual bird impact incidents 
on previous fans in conjunction with analytical simulation of k11o incidents 
were  used to determine a clamage boundary. Tho capability of the LCF459 
fan blade design was mcasurcd against this boundary. 
T11e study includccl analysis of eflects of blade number containing 
either single or  double midspans. Mid~ipan location was also treated as a 
variable in ihe analysis. Thc study yielded the  following results:  
A single midspan codigurat ion was m o r e  favorable f r o m  a s t r e s s  
standpoint than the doublc midspan configuration. 
F o r  the comparative case with a single midspan at 65 percent height 
and 70 percent llcight, the deformation character is t ics  were  about 
the same  while LI1c 65 percent hcigllt midspan location produced 
lower s t r e s s  buildup a t  t l ~ c  shroud for various strike locations. 
T l ~ e  greater  thc maximum t l~ickness  the better the bird s t r ike 
c apabiliky . 
The study also includjcl variations of bird weights, bird axial speed 
relative to f i e  inlet and strike locations to  determine thc cl~itical strike 
location fo r  each bladc configuration. Thc cri t ical  s t r ike  location of a blade 
configuration is tho locatinn on the blade which, when struck, incurs  the 
greatest normal displacement. Figure 4. 34  surr,marizes the resul ts  of the 
bird s tr ike capability for a configuration amploylng a single midopan a t  65 
percent span. 
The resul ts  show that for the LCF459 configuration wit11 52 Ti 17 
blades a 1. 0 kg ( 2 . 2  1b) bird strilce could resul t  in torn o r  rnis sing pieces 
of Ehc blade, while the 0.45 kg (1.0 lb) bird s t r ike i s  marginal  and the 11 3 grn 
(0.25 Ib) bird strike should not: tear  the blade. Tl~cse resul ts  ire based on 
the predicted improvemei~t  with the high strength Ti 17 relative to the semi- 
empirical damage boandary based on Ti 6-4 ancl T i  8-1 -1 fan blade mater ial ,  
Tho improvement in bird s t r ike capability i s  also identified for  reduced 
numbers of blades. 
Adjustments i n  the blade geometry durir,. detail  d.esign phase wi l l  
improve the bird s t r ike capability of the blade by using the following techniques: 
Generous blends to hard point: locations, Lip and midspan shrouds, 
to reduce s t r e s s  concentrations. 
Local  thickness distribution changes to improve susceptible a r e a s  
of the blade, 
Chorclwise location of the shroud away f rom the leacling edge so that 
chordwise plastic deformation can absorb some of the energy. 
4.3.6 Turbine Blades 
The initial concept for the turbine incorporated a non-shrouded 
blade with l~ollow turbine buckets integrally c a s t  to the turbine c a r r i e r .  The 
non-shrouded turbine rotor i s  desirable  f rom a design standpoint in  that i t  
requi res  l e s s  c a s t  to  rnanuf acture and provides a lighter weight configuration 
in  an area  where weight groatly affects the rotor  inertia.  F igure  4, 35 s l~ows 
the proposed bucket cross  -section which would be integrally cas t  to the 
turbine ca r r i e r  with the inside cavities and stiffeners formed by Electro- 
C11omical Machining (ECM), The integral casting process would eliminate 
any brazing operations, The turbine bucket and c a r r i e r  mater ia l  would be 
c a s t  Rcn6 80, The tabulation a lso  identifies the weight and rotor  iner t ia  
changes for various combinations of rotor  blades and number of turbine 
buckets per  blade. W:th a turbine bucket aspect  ra t io  l imit  of approximately 
3.0 based on aerod*y.'+ 1 :,;* considerations, the maximum number of buckets 
allowed is seven per  :r':&r;? or  364 total  for  a 52 bladed rotor .  F igure  4.36 
shows the turbine stage weight savings as the number of buckets per blade is 
increased. Wall thickness for  the buckets is 0.0635 - 0.0762 c m  (0.025 - 
0. 030 inch) which i s  applicable to thin wall castings and will provide the 
required strength and a high level of FOD resis tance.  
Figure 4.37 shows the unsl~rouded btclr.et s t r e s s  range and 
frequency-speed dizgrarn. The mater ia l  proparties a r e  for cast  ~ e n / e  80 at  
1033" K (1 400°F) which corresponds to design point operating conditions. 
The turbiile frequency-speed d iagram shows no cr i t ica l  excitation in  the 70  
to 100  percent speed operating range. 
Aero-mechanical studies performed to identify the effects of tip 
clearance on turbine performance showed appreciable performance improve - 
ments  f o r  a shrouded compared to  an unshrouded turbine. As described 
above, the turbine contribution to  the total rotor  weight decreased as the 
number of turbine buckets was increased. Large  numbers of turbine buckets 
a l so  have the additional benefit that addition of turbine s l~ rouds  produce only 
sma l l  increases  in rotor weight. The turbine configural-on with seven 
turbine buckets per  fan blade was modified to include a tip shroud. The 
shroud could either be cast  integral  with the turbine buckets o r  brazed on 
a s  a separace part .  
Figure 4.38 shows the s t r e s s  range diagram and frequency-speed 
cu rve  for a shrouded turbine bucket design. The addition of the turbine 
ro to r  tip shroud will add approximately 1 .36  kg (3 .0  lbs) to  the rotor weight 
2 . .  and 0.097 kg-rn-sec2 (0.7 lb-It-sec ) to Ihe rotor inertia. 
4.3.7 Tang Attachment 
Tlze initial conccpt for the turbine c a r r i e r  a t taclment  was the use of 
a clovetail arrangement with the male member s imilar  to the fan blade root 
dovctail machined on the top of the blade tip shroud and the female member,  
or  slot, broachcd through the turbinc c a r r i e r .  The intent was to position the 
dovetail, f o r m  on the tip shroud along the blade outline to effectively t ransfer  
the centr;fugal and torque load of the turbine to the fan blade without transition 
problems and resulting high local s t r e s s  buildup, However, wit11 the dovetail 
slcewed at a stecp itnglo relat ive to the axial  direction, the blade tip dovetail 
and turbine ca r r i e r  disk post dcvclop lzigher corner  s t r e s s e s  than would occur 
with an axially-oriented dovetail. The skewed dovetail also added difficulty 
in removal of single fan blades witllout complete fan disassembly. As the 
number of turbine blades pe r  fan blade i s  increased, the problems associated 
with the slcewed dovetail became more  difficult: as the space between turbine 
blades becomes smaller. An axial turbine dovetail slot was therefore con- 
sidered as an alternate to ease the problem. Figure 4. 39 i l lustrates  this 
configuration, 
A dovetail form on the tip shroud s imilar  to the fan blade root f o r m  
could satisfactorily meet  the design requirements since both the centrifugal 
load and length at the tip dovetail. a r e  approximately 1 / 3  of that a t  the blade 
root dovetail. T11c turbinc drive loads would be taken out a c r o s s  the dovetail 
contact surface with minimal  wear problems. Tlze key to the dovetail 
arrangement  i s  support of the disk post sections a t  the sides of the broached 
slot to keep the slot from spreading open and inducing high bending s t r e s ses  
in the post  sections. The i igure shows channels running axially through the 
ca r r i e r  a t  the base which would f i t  against support r ibs  on the blade tip shroud 
to react  against the post bending. The posts  a r e  also supported a t  the forward 
and aft ends of the c a r r i e r  by the faces of the c a r r i e r  box and a t  the center  by 
a stiffener web as  i l lustrated. The dovetail arrangement  would require  an 
axial retention system for  the c a r r i e r  as well a s  sufficient axial clearances 
for sliding disengagement to allow on-wing turbine sec tor  removal. 
Changing of the c a r r i e r  dovetail from a skewed to an axial configura- 
tion decreased the advantages of this type of design. F o r  a skewed dovetail, 
the transit ion region between the dovetail and fan blade airfoi l  section could 
be accomplished easily because the dovetail and blade are approximately 
aligned. F o r  the axial dovetail configuration, a transition region i s  required 
to distribute the loads efficiently into the fan blade tip. This configuration 
would not be too much different than that required fo r  the bolted tang sys tem 
used in mos t  of the previous turbotip fan systems,  
The boltcd carrier-to-bLadc attachment was evaluated for thc 
LCE'459 ian fo r  comparison with the clovetail arrangement.  The studies 
showed no r e a l  advantage of 1-he dovetail over the boltcd a r  rangcmcnt, whcx c 
considerable succcs sful opcr ating experie~lcc has bcctl obtained, The 
sclec ted axially-bolted attaclimcllt i s  shown in Figurc 4.40. 
The tip tang would be integrally machined a s  par t  of the fan blade 
t ip shroud. The desigll would usc a 0 .9524 crn (0, 375 inch) diameter  high 
s t r eng t l~  bolt wit21 the c a r r i e r  bosses ancl blade tip tang sized as s l~own for  
adequate safety margins on bear in^ s t r e s s  and shear  tearout. A bushing 
would minimize any wear problems i n  tho titanium blade tip tang, and 
p o v i d e  a means fox correcting lor  any assembly mismatch. Tip turbine 
dr ive loads and c a r r i e r  rotation on t l ~ c  bolts a r e  countcractcc1 by supports on 
f;he fan blade tip shroud. The bolted tang asscmbly is an axial  retention 
sys tem l o r  the turbine c a r r i e r  and disengages radially for case  of 011-wing 
fan blade or turbine sector removal,  
4. 3 . 8  Stress  and Stability Maryins 1 - -- 
The sclcctcd rotor configuration includes 52 titanium fan blades, 
364 shrouded turbine blades and a single web disk. This configuration was 
selected to determine tho blade s t r e s s  distribution and blade frequency; 
s tability mar gins, 
The steady state spanwise s t r e s s  distributi n for the airfoil  i s  shown 
in Figurc 4.41. Estimated end effects for  the blade root showed the peak 
airfoi l  s t r e s s  of 510,000 ~ r ~ ~ / r n '  (74  ksi)  will occur at the root on the convex 
side near the trailing edge. F igure  4.42 compares  the blade dovetail peak 
s t r c s  se s  to  the blacle mater ia l  capability. The dovetail vibratory s t r e s s  was 
determilled for the condition where the maxilnurn blade vibratory s t r e s s  i s  a t  
its endurance l imit ,  The comparison s l~ows the dovetail to have s t r e s s  
margin  above the failure 01 the airfoil  in fatigue. Figure 4 .43  shows peak 
s t r e s ses  on t l ~ e  fan blade relativc to Ti 1 7  mater ia l  propert ies  versus t em-  
perature.  
The frequency-speed d i ag rams  for the blade a r e  shown in F igure  4.44, 
The lower fundamental  modes have no excitation f rom the s ta tors  (27  per rev) 
within the fan operating range. Figure 4.45 shows the coupled blade-disk two 
wave f, equency margin at 14 percent over the two pe r  rev  excitation line at 
100 percent speed. Although this is slightly below the design objective of 15 
percent, present  turbofans operate ~ucccss fu l ly  with margins as  low as seven 
percent. The three wave mode c rosses  the three pe r  rev line a t  the low end 
of the operating range around 7 3  percent speed. 
An investigaUon of the blade des ign relative to a torsion instability 
parameter  was conducted. Torsional s ta l l  instability i s  characterized by 
l a rge  oscillatory vibrations at the blades' torsional frequency. Common 
design utilizes a non-dimensional ~lreduced velocity parameter"  to prcdict  
the susceptibility of Mading deeigr. to instability. 
Reduced velocity parameter  = V / b o  
Relative a i r  velocity = V (m/sec ,  ft/sec) 
Blade chord = b (m, ft) 
Blade natural frequency = o ( r a d /  sec) in  torsional mode 
A reduced velocity parameter  value above some  cr i t ical  value 
normally indicates the possibility of blade instability depending upon the 
blade incidence angle. F igure  4.46 shows the d e ~ i g n  instability boundary 
used for investigation of the LCF459 blade design. The curve i l lustrates  
that an instability f ree  design should resu l t  with a reduced velocity parameter  
of 1.2 or  below. 
The calculated reduced velocity parameters  a t  design point for the 
blade panels l o r  the 52 bladed rotor with midspan at 65 percent span height 
a r e  shown and indicate that the blade design should be f r e e  from torsional 
instability for  design and off-design incidence angles. 
4.4 Lube System, Bearings and Seals 
4 .4.1 Lube System 
The lubrication system of the lift/ cruise  fan is self-contained and 
composed of the  following subsystems : 
Oil supply subsystem 
Oil scavenge subsyo tern 
Seal  pressurization air subsystem 
Vent subsystem 
A d r y  sump is used as in other General Electr ic  gas turbine engines. 
Oil i s  pressure-fed to both engine bearings and the carbon oil seal,  and is 
removed from the sump area by drainage. The bulk of the oil i s  thereby 
retained in  the oil  tank. The lubrication system schematic diagram i s  shown 
in  Figure 4.47. 
The oil supply subsystem consists of the oil tank, which serves as 
the main re se rvo i r  of oil  i n  the system, the oil supply pump, oil supply fi l ter,  
oil cooler and oi l  supply nozzles. Oil i s  supplied to tho inlet oS tho supply 
pump lrom the oil tanlc. Oil under p res su re  i s  sen routed t l~ rough  supply 
i'iltcr and oil cooler and distributed to the engine by the oil supply nozzles, 
Tllc oil supply pump i s  protected from contan~ination by an inlet screen. 
Thc oil  scavenge subsystem coilsists 01 f ie  oil drain passages and 
t l ~ c  scavenge oil  deaerator,  The scavcnge oil  gravity drains  back to the oil 
tank which is locaterl in the bottom of tihe sump. A gravity cleaerator i u  
located in the upper part  of the oil  tank, 
Main shaft oil seals require  pressurizst io~z air  in  order  to causc a i r  
to flow across  the seals  into the sumps a t  a l l  operating conditions. Lt a i r  is 
allowed to Ilow out of the sump through an air seal,  some oil i s  car r ied  with 
it. Tllis oil leakage must  be eliminated in order  to prevent excess oil con- 
sumption and sea l  coking, F a n  disclzarg-e-pres;;urization a i r  i s  supplied to 
the oii seal using the a i r  sys tem which provides sea l  buffer and impingement 
cooling a i r ,  This air system is described in  Section 4. 6 .  
T l ~ c  sump must  be vented to remove pressurizat ion a i r  which enters  
tl~rouglz thc oi l  seals .  This a l so  allows the sump internal p res su re  to remain 
low cnoug11 to prevent: reverse airflow out through the oil sea ls  during a rapid 
powcr rcduction. The sump is center-vented through the accessory dr ive 
shaft, Ai.r is vented overboard and oil  is returned to the oil tank. 
The oil  tank is located in a bulge on the side of the sump a t  the 
bottom. The scavenge a i r lo i l  mixture drains by gravity back to tlie tank. Air 
removal. wi l l  be accomplisl~ed by a static deaerator .  The oil tank shape i s  
such that tllc oil will gravity-drain back to the tank when the fan is mounted 
eitller vertical  o r  horizontal. 
The oil supply pump is located in the bottom of the sump and is  
dr iven by t11e fan accessory shaft. The pump is a positive displacement 
clement which i s  ,protected by a non-bypassing debris screen.  
The oil supply fi l ter s e r v e s  to protect the lube supply nozzles f rom 
contamillation as well a s  remove contamination such that s ys tern cleanliness 
is maintained a t  an acceptable level,  The f i l ter  will be a non-bypassing type 
with a filtration level of 46 microns  nominal. 
T11c oi l  cooler will be capable of t ransfer r ing  the engine lube system 
hoat  rejection to the fan discharge air .  The cooler will be located on the 
inner flowpat11 . 
4,. 4.2 Bearings and Seals  
-
The maill shaft bearings include one thrust  bearing and one ro l le r  
bearing. The thrust  bearing will be a CF6  No. 413 bearing, Tho ro l le r  
bearing is an 1800 series bearing. F igure  4.48 shows a cross-sect ion of 
the sump and bearings, and lubrication pump. Bearing deeign loads and 
life are also given on tI1c ligure. 
The carbon seal is similar to the FlOl No. 5 oil scal. Thc sealiltg 
portion oi the sca l  will be idontical to  the F101 but a different design is 
r equirLd for  the seal  mounting flange. 
4.5 Vane Frame 
A Iift lcruise fan incorporating a rtructtrral sear frame waa a 
logical choice based on the design requiscrnents. The vmc frame or rear 
frame, being the main structural  component of the fan, must perform the 
following functions: 
Support the rotor  and bearings 
Provide fan mounting points 
Inco~*porate the fan exit stator cascade 
Support the sc ro l l  
Provide fan and turbine discharge flowpaths 
4.5.1 Design Considerations 
The frame was designed to meet the life and mission cycle cri teria 
established for the fan system. The most  c r i t ica l  design c r i t e r i a  lor the 
frame are: 
Maneuver loading, particularly the two radian per second angular 
prec t;s sion requirement 
Thermal  loading dne to  fie hot outer s t ructure and cold vanes and 
centerbody 
Restraint of the forces  as established by the blade-out cri teria 
T'he frame must  exhibit adequate stability to provide good seal 
clearance control and minimize relative deflections of the fan components, 
such as z'otor -to-stator o r  sc ro l l  deflections during angular precession. 
Adequate frequency margins are also required to insure resonant free 
operation. 
4.5.2 Vane Number and Lean 
The vane frame established at the initiation of the design studies 
cont;aincd 30 s t ruc t u r d  s tator  vallcv ~ p r t ~ ~ n i n g  t11c iarl I'lo~vpath belwccl~ tllc 
11ub and turbine split ter o r  mid-l~ox.  2'r.n s t r u t s  tied the s t ruc l~xra l  mid-box 
and outcr case togcthcr, Tllr? asscnlbly ca~nploycd cast anti wolducl structurus 
l o  farm t;hc hub, stator vancs ancl outer r ings .  $'illll r 'oo l in~  was c*nlploycd 011 
thr? outer casing and mid- box l o  yicltl ar r:cptablc thornla1 s t r c s s ~ s ,  'I'l~is 
co~lfiguration was nbancloni:tl whcn ini lial \r;cipllt oslilnal-cs indic atcd t31al; thc 
f r a m c  design would not: prucl~zcc an clfic-io~~t; l ig l~ t \~c ight  s l ruc turo. 
The studies wore then rlircctcd lowards an evaluation ol  Iramc con-  
figurations which incorporates intcrnlixi~d s t ruc tura l  and non- st ructural vancs. 
Thrts c coldigur ations cmploycd small  nurnbers of st;rur. tu ra l  vancs wliich span 
t11c hot and cold flowpatlls with the other s ta tor  vanes, as rcquirctl by acro-  
dynalnic considcratioias, ac t ing  as turning vancs only. 
A two-dimensional compuI,ciq maclc.1 c omprisec! of beam m c ~ n b c r s ,  as 
shown in Figure 4.43, was uscd lo  calculate thermal  and  load s t r e s s e s  in the 
fan iramcs. A iuturc clatailccl analysis woulcl use thruc- tlimcnsional models 
incorporating beams ancl plates,  Thc pr eclominant s l r e s s c s  considered in  tile 
frame analysis arc procluccd by L!lc two radians per second gyroscopic p r c -  
cession,  the blade-out; forccs ancl tllc lllc r m a l  growl,h. Tlzc blaclc-out analysis 
sfiould be performed using a clynarrlir. analysis \vllerc Lhc Iramc spring 
coefficients a r e  usccl to dctcrnlitle the forccs  rcnching Lhc fan frame. III view 
of t91e t.oinplcxity of this analysis, i t  was clccidccl to ~ n a k c  an initial static 
cs t imatc limiting !he dynamic- analysis t o  the. f ina l  scloc. tcd codiguration. 
S t r c s s c s  resulting from rotor tlirusl, stator vane gas loading and remaining 
maneuver  loading were  also initially calculated to as ror ta in  order  of magni- 
tude and latcr recalculated for tllc final sc.lac.led configuration. 
Thc thermal. s t r e s s  analysis was  uscd to establish the stator lean to 
be incorporated in the f r ame  struts and the rcquirccl metal temperatures  for 
the mid-box and outer caqc s t ruc tures ,  Relative stiffncsscs of s t ruts  and 
s t ruc tura l  rings and the number of structural struts  arc additional factors 
which influence thermal  s t r e s s  lcvcls . 
Vane lean i s  advantageous f rom both an aerodynamic and s t ruc tura l  
viewpoint, Aerodynamically, it imposes radially inward force on the flow- 
field. Mechanically, i t  promotes bending of the frame struts  and rotation of 
the frame hub assembly relative to the outcr s t ructure to accommodate the 
the rma l  growth difference between cold vane s t ru t s  and hot outer structure. 
The rotational action rclievcs the tendency to build up l a rge  stresses in the 
outer struciural  rings. Non-radial o r  leaned s t ru ts  have been used in the 
hot sections of numerous Gcneral Electric engines for relief of thermal  
stresses due to temperature mismatch between the hub and casings.  This 
proven concept is equally beneficial in  th is  application, Table 4.11 indicates 
the favorable stress reduction with increasing vane lean. A practical limit: 
exis t s  for the clegroe of lcan, bccause thc transition between strut and ring 
bccomes dirficult s t  high lcan angles. The limit  ostatl ishod f o r  these studies 
was 25 dcgrecs.  
Framc s t resses  under ldzcrnlal and gyroscopic pr eceasion conditions 
were  cletcrminccl lor t.110 al l -s t ructural  a11d partially- s t ruc tura l  vane c o n l ~ g u r a -  
tions. For  this analysis, the iramc contained 20 tlcgrccs of lean, had a 
total  of 30 vanes and used tlzc strut-lural temperatures  a s  givcn in Table 4.12. 
The  s t rcsecs ,  a s  listed Tor the Lwu coldigurations, appraac l~  the capabilities 
of the propert ies  of Inco 718 material. Even tl~ough both f rame configuratione 
exhibited acceptable s t res  s levels,  lhc frame wcigl~ts were  s t i l l  cxcea s ivc  for  
an acceptable c o n l g u r  ation. 
The frame studics werc  next directed towards weight reductions 
through the elimination of redundant members. The major chhnge i n  this a r e a  
was  use of flowpat11 fairings fo r  fllo fa i~ / turb inc  mid-box in place of the 
original s t ruc tur a1 configuration. In  acldi tion, the number of structural  vanes 
was  reduced to nine to provide a symmetrical arrangement  of s t ruc tura l  
s t ru ts  relative to the three mount locations spaced at 1 L O  degree intervals.  
Vane and strut chord were  increased from 15.24 cnl ( 6 . 0  in) to 16.93 crn 
( 6 . 6 7  in) to maintain constant soliclity in the exit stator  row, 
4. 5. 3 F r a m e  Analysis 
The initial trade studies produced a I r a m e  with the iollowing design 
features: 
27 s ta tor  vanes wit11 a clzord 01 16. 93 crn (6.67 incbes), leaned 25 
dcgrces at the Llub. 
Nine of the stator vanes are l~ol low and fabricated using cast  h c o  
718 material .  They span file complete ilowpath from the f a n  hu"! t?; 
the outer case. 
18 non- s t ructural  s ta tor  vancs of 707 5 aluminum. 
Non- s tructural flowpath Iairingr; at the turbine / fan  mid-box. The 
fairings a r c  I-Iaste!.loy X arid provide support for the tips of the 
aluminum vanes . 
An outer  case with forged rings of Inco 718, Tcnzperature control 
is  obtained by impingement cooling. Elowpath l iners  arid insulation 
a re  used to minimize coolilzg requirements.  
The fan hub section, for supporting the rotor  and bcarings, is a cast  
fabricated structure using h c o  71 8 mater ial .  
This configuration was employed for stress analysis incl~sding the 
effects of aerodynamic loading, maneuvers,  gyroscopic precession and bladc- 
out. Tlzc resul ts  of this s t r e s s  analysis, exclusive of the blade-out analysis, 
i s  given in Table 4.13. A comparison of tihe calculated s t r e s s e s  with the 
material yield strength and low cycLe fatigue s t r e s s  l imits shows that the 
i r a m e  design does meet  the del Ign life/cycl:c requirements. The cas t  
s t ructures  of the f rame will be subjected to Hot Isostatic Press ing  (HIP) to 
improve weldability and low cyclc fatigue strength. The improvement in low 
cycle fatigue strength can be observed in Table 4.13 by comparison of 36,000 
cyclc strength limit of the densified and undensified mater ial ,  The s t r e s s e s  
of fie aluminum turning vanes were obtained for  the steady s tato aerodynamic 
loading and are compared with tho mater ia l  capabilities in F igure  4.50. The 
selected mater ia l  exhibits a m o r e  than adequate vibratory s t r e s s  margin,  
The vibratory character is t ics  of both the s t ruc tura l  and non-structural 
vanes were determined for  comparison with possible sourcen of excitation, 
particularly the rotor  blade passing frequency. This comparison is shown in 
F igures  4,51 and 4.52  and indicates that the frame should be f r e e  of objection- 
able resonances i n  the operating range between 60  and 100 percent speed. 
The blade-out capability of the f r ame  was determined using a 
dynamic model of the Irame, bearing support and rotor shaft system. 
The analytical model as shown in  Figure 4.53 replaces the f r a m e  
s t ruc ture  with spring elements distributed around the outer periphery of tlzc 
bearing housing. The remaining s t ructure including the bearing support cone, 
shait ,  disk and spinner a r e  modeled in  the analysis. The radial  stiffness of 
the bearings was replaced by the spring constants a s  shown in  the figure. The 
mathematical analysis of the model  determines both resonant frequencies of 
the spring-mass system and fo rces  due to rotor unbalance which a r e  t r ans -  
mitted to  the fan frame.  The resor-snt frequency or  cr i t ical  speed analysis 
showed fiat tlle lowest cr i t ical  speed would be 7855 revolutions pe r  minute, 
compared to a dssign speed of 4370 revolutions per  minute. This yields an 
80 percent marg in  below resonant operation and possible high vibration d~;e 
to small  rotor unbalanco~.  
For the rotor operating at design speed, well below resonance, the 
fo rces  on the f r a m e  were determined for a rotor unbalance equivalent to one 
blade missing. The forces  as determined f r o m  the dynamic analysis were 
tihen applied to the static two-dimensional model of the frame.  The blade -out 
s t r e s s e s  a r e  compared to the mate r i a l  propertie5'  low cycle fatigue l imits  in  
F i g u r e  4.54 and indicate a minimum endurance of 2000 cycles, which i s  
equivalent to 30 second operation a t  design speed following the blade failure. 
This simplified analysis shows that the selected frame design has  
the capability of sustained operation for a reasonable period of time Sollowing 
failure of a complete bladc and turbine c a r r i e r  assembly. During a clctail 
design study, a more  complete dynamic analyeis would be conducted using 
inelastic structures.  T h i s  type of analysis normally shows an  improvcd 
capability to withstand large unbalance forces. 
4.6 Structural Cooling 
Tho capability to maintain acceptable thermal s t r e s s e s  as we1.l as 
optimum sea l  clearances requires cooling of t11e outer casing structure.  
Thermal s t r e s ses  resu l t  from the thermal  gradients between the outer 
casing, heated by the turbine discharge, and the struts and inner hub kept 
near ambient by the ian discharge flow. If the hot: casing were allowed to 
grow thermally without coolirig the turbine t ip clearances would be excessive 
because the rotor growth (thermal plus centrifugal) is not as grea t  as the 
unrestrained hot casing. Additionally, the a i r  s ea l  at the forward fan blade 
tip would have increased c learance~l  allowing turbine gas to  leak into the fan 
stream causing a large efficiency loss. To e l in ina te  the need for cooling 
system i~lterconnection in the event a gas generator became inoperaEve, it was 
determined that the cooling system be designed using only fan a i r .  
During initial deaign study phases a cooling system evolved using 
fan air, bled through s truts ,  to film cool the outer r ings and tho mid-box 
structure and provide buffer a i r  to the forward air seal .  However, aero-  
dynamic changes in turbine blade reaction and fan s t rearn  exit Mach number 
decreased Ehe availab'le p reseure  head, thereby creat ing a marginal  source 
7f cooling flaw. It was thought that i f  the c a s e  cooling could discharge to 
atmospheric pressure the use  of fan discharge flow could be utilized. 
Impingement cooling f i ts  this requirement  i n  addi t i~n  to being able to place 
the cooling flow in tho prec ise  place i t  is required. 
Impingement cooling of high temperature engine casings was f i r s t  
successfully used on the USAF TF39 Low P r e s s u r e  Turbine Casing (Figure 
4.55). As seen from the figure, the impingement cooling 9.1bee are placed 
over the specific a reas  to be cooled; in this case,  the s ta tor  vane support  
rings. The versatility of impingement cooling to vary temperature of an 
engine s t ructure is demonstrated by Figure  4.56 where the temperature of 
the casing was changed significantly by simply. opening a valve and increasing 
the flow. This cannot be achieved by any other type of cooling system without: 
extensive modifications. An additional feature of impingement cooling is that 
the nfountainslf of air created by the jets of air reduce not only the basic 
s tructur c temperature but the localized thern~al gradients as evidenced by 
Figure 4.57. 
Ektensive back-to-back testing of the TF39 engine with and without 
impingement cooling on t l ~ c  LP turbine casing produccd a net SFC improve- 
ment  of 0. 38 percent with only 0.18 kg/ scc (0.4 lb /  scc) cooIi,ng flow. T l~ ie  
can only bc attributed to improvcd turbine tip clcaranccs due to the casing 
baing "shrunk" tighter on the rotor .  This impingement cooling proved, ao 
successful on the 'SF39 that similar systems are used on the CF6-6, CF6-50 
and F103 High Bypass Turbofan engines. To datn, impingement czsc  cooling 
h a s  proven i t  durable by operating for more  than 3 x 106 flight h o ~  r s  without 
p ~ o b l e m s ,  Thue, impingement cooling waa chosen a s  the best ~ y s t ~ m  for 
the l j f t lcruise  Ian becausc of I )  effectiveness, 2 )  versat i l iQ to allow cooling 
f low rcdistriblltion without oxtenaivrt hardware changes, and 3) proven 
durability, 
Impingement cooling flows were  sir:ed to maintain r i ng  temperature a 
a t  288°C (550°F)  with allowance for some increased temperature in the 
intermediate shel ls ,  Proper  uti1iz;tion of tho impingement cooling te chniquo 
required tlie introduction of casing l iners  in order  to  shield s t ructural  com- 
ponents f rom high convective heat: t ransfer  and resulting l a rge  thermal 
gradients. It should be noted that at t h i ~  point in the design, cooling of tho 
mid-box was s t i l l  accomplished by fi lm cooling and the forward rotor sea l  
pressurization design had not changed. F igure  4. 58 shows thc design a t  this 
point in its development. Advantages of the redesigned sys tem include: 1) 
reduced coaling flow requirements due to the introduction of impingement 
cooling, 2)  a l a rge r  positive p res su re  head resulting f r o m  exhausting to 
ambicnt rather than turbine stream pressu res ,  and 3) a sys tem more  capable 
of facilitating de sign modifications without major ,  expensive s t ructural  l iard- 
ware  changes. 
The final change in  cooling f law requirements evolved f r o m  the 
elimination of the mid-box s t ruc ture  a t  the t u ~ b i n c  s tator / fan stator interface 
of the f rame asfiernbly, The absence of continuous rings and shells eliminates 
tlie need for f i lm  cooling a t  the inner turbine flowpath, The turbine flowpath 
fairings rnd aft: rotor  +! were  changed to a construction s imi lar  to the auter 
casing l iners ,  The 11 . A  ,ndividual l iner sectors permit freedom of thermal 
growth thereby eliminating temperature induced s t r e s ses .  P rope r  positioning 
is accomplished by the s t ruc tura l  f rame struts. Figure 4. 59 depicts the final 
cooling configuration. 
The source of cooling airflow must  be of sufficient p r e s s u r e  to pro-  
vide adequate margin  to prevent backflow of turbine gas out of the forward 
air seal. Extensive studies indicated that the use of s t ru t  bleed ports would 
not provide sufficient margin because cf the lack of total p res su re  recovery. 
The configuration utilizes four  scoop type inlets manifolded together to 
supply not only the 0 .7  Kg/sec (1.5 Ib/sec) impingement c a s e  cooling flow 
but the 0.7 kg/sec (1,5 lb / sec)  forward seal buffer am. The proposed design 
of the scoop type inlets axe  shown on Figure 4.60 . 
Four inlet scoops are located in the eihaust flow ol the Tan. Tllcse 
scoops are designed to  efficiently recover the fan total pressure, diffuse, 
turn and duct the flow to the outer fan case. The cooling flow is then distrib- 
uted to  three locations: 
Seal buffer air, 0.68 kg/sec (1.5 lblsec)  
Tmpingcment cooling air, 0.68 kg/sec (1.5 lblacc) 
Carbon seal pressurization air, 0.05 kg/sec ( 0 . 1  lb/sec)  
5.0 SELECTED DESIGN 
A lift/cruist: fan was cloiincd based on the rosul ts  of the design t rade 
studies. This fan, tlie LCF459, incorporates those features which exhibited 
fhc highest potential lor meeting tho dcsigil objectives and requirements for  
the Navy multimission aircraf t .  Tho LCF459 is a 1. 5 meter (59.0 incli) 
d imie tcr  turbotip fan dcsignecl lor  operation with a Growl:11 J 9 7  eiigine, Tllc 
Ian design, with only minor modifications of tho turbine, is also capable of 
operating wit11 the Y J97 -GE- 100 engine, 
Prel iminary mecl~anical  and acroclynamic design studies were  
completed for  this configuration, which provide a sou'nd base lo r  initiation 
of the next step of lho design process, the detail design of a turbotip l i f t /  
c ru i se  fan, P ~ r f o r m a n c c ,  weight and installation data have bocn provided for  
tlie t~elected configuration f o r  evaluation ljy the aircraff: companies and th:hs 
anticipated using agencies, This section of tI1c repor t  descr ibes  the design 
features  ol Ulo selectcd configuration, ucfincs installation requirements and 
presents  ex t rac ts  of significant performancc. 
T11.e fan cross-section, as establislied by the design studies and 
shown in Figure 5.1, inclucles the following salient features  in each major  
component: 
5.1.1 Rotor 
The ro tor  contains 52 Ian blades incorporating a single mid-span and 
integral tip shrouds. A drawing of the rotor  showing tlie design features is 
shown in Figure  5.2. The ro tor  blades include integral platforms to f o r m  the 
hub flowpath. A single -4eb conventional disk retains the blades using single- 
hook dovetails. Drop down slots,  wit1 spacers  fo r  blade retention, are 
provided to pe rmi t  single blade removal. An aluminum structurd spinner is 
attached to the disk to provide added s t ructural  stability fo r  increased blade 
disk mode frequency margin. The spinner includes features  for ins tallation 
of radial  balance weights. This permits on-wing field balance wiEhout any 
ro tor  disassembly. The ro tor  stub shaft is  ilitegraily fabricated with the cizzlc 
to produce a lightweight s t ructure.  A flanged joint could be provided f o r  
separation of the disk and s h d t  for  ease of rna in te~ance  but at some increase  
i n  weight. 
The turbine rotor  system contains 52 c a r r i e r  assemblies,  each 
attached to a single fan rotor  blade. Retention of the carrier to the blade is 
accomplished using bolted attachments as  used in previous l i f t  fan designs 
which used separable c a r r i c r  -blade designs. Each turbine ca r r i e r  contains 
eavon turbine blades, giving a total of 364 blades for the turbine rotor.  Tho 
turbine ca r r i e r ,  including blades and s e a l  runners,  i s  an  integral c a s t  
structure.  Tip shrouds a r e  included t n  the kurhine, These shrouds may 
either be directly cast with the c a r r i c r  asaembly or  fabricated, a s  a separate  
subassembly and then brazed to the turbine. A summary of the mater ia l s  
used in the ma jo r  rotor components is given in  Table 5.1. 
The scro l l  geometry is strongly dependent on fl1e particular a irdraf t  
i n s  tallation. F o r  purposes of this study, two configurations were considered, 
a siragle bubble scro l l  and a multilobe scrol l ,  The single bubble configuration, 
F igure  5.3, i s  the lighter weight; and s impler  mechanical configuration. The 
multilobe, F igure  5.4, incorporates increaised complexity to yield a reduction 
i n  fan projected frontal  a rea .  The major  portion of both scro l l s  is the same,  
only the p r e s s u r e  vessel  i s  of different cross-sect ional  shape. 
Tke scro l l  p res su re  vessels  a r e  designed to r e s t r a in  the pressure 
loading in hoop tension using circular  sections. Struts a r e  provided for  con- 
tinuation of the loadpath ac ross  the gap formed by the flowpath to  the nozzles. 
F o r  the multilobe scroll, additional ties are required at the junctures of the 
circular  cross-sections,  Both the s t ru ts  and tie rods a r e  deaigned to permi t  
fa i lure  of one member i~:ithout self-propagation of the failure to the adjacent; 
s t ru t s  or ties. 
The turbine s tator  row is formed by 160 hollow nozzle partitions. 
The leading edges of these nozzles are formed to match the inciden.ce of the 
incoming flow, Different geometries a r e  required in the opposite lags of the 
scroll .  A series of five different types o r  families of nozzles will be required. 
Scrol l  mounting to  the f a n  s t ruc ture  i s  located near  the outer diameter 
of tho turbine stator structure.  A machined flange with 36 pins i s  an integral 
p a r t  of the scroll .  These pins mate  with a fan case flange which has slots 
aligned with the pins, This combination r e s i s t s  a l l  motion of the scroll ,  
except i n  f i e  radial  direction which is the resu l t  of thermal  growth. The fan 
outer case also provides methods for retention of the segmented fan turbine 
honeycomb tip seal. Seal radial  position i s  thus determined by the fan case 
alone. Impingement cooling d r  , with internal  insulation, is provided for  
control of the casing temperature and turbine tip seal clearance, 
The stationary p a r t  of the fan inlet  seal i s  also supported f r o m  the 
f an  case.  Eighteen s t ru ts  a r e  attached to the cool case, pass  through the 
hollow nozzles and support the honeycomb seal box structure.  This s t ruc ture  
of seal box, f an  case and 18 s t ru ts  fo rms  an  integrated stable s t ructure 
capable of rigid support of the sea l ,  As deiincd ea r l i e r ,  seal buffer a i r  
passes Lllroug21 the ~ ~ o z z l c s ,  cools the mid-box and enters  31c ian s t r e a m  as 
s e a l  leakage. This cooling air rnin;:ilizes Ll~crmal g r o w t l ~  in U ~ i s  arc;. 
Both scro l l  collfigurations contain two c i rcu lar  inlets. Blocker 
p la tes  a r c  i~lscr tei l  in  flanged sections betwcen t11c sc ro l l  inlets and in f i e  
opposite side 01 the scro l l  to separate  tihe two flowpaths, The loca t io~l  of the 
bloclcex plates rnay be changed to produce other s c r o l l  a rc  ratios i n  place of 
the 240/120 degree  split used for  thc design studies. Tl~ese  features  wi l l  be 
described la tzr  fssr several specific l i f t /cruice fan installations. 
A lis king of t11e mater ial  usecl in the various par t s  of the scrol l -seal-  
casing structure is given in Table 5.2. 
The preliminary configuration of the LCF459 includes the selected fan 
frame cordiguration. The construction ol L11e vane frame is shown in Figure 
5 .  5. The main s t ructural  portion of the f r ame  i s  a welded fabrication of the 
inner  hub, t he  outer case and nine leaned s t ruc tura l  s t ru ts ,  T l ~ e  hub s tructure 
is  a one piece casting, while t11c outer case is a fabricated s t ruc ture  of castings, 
r ings  and sheet metal .  Each s t ruc tura l  s t rut  i s  a welded assembly of two hollow 
c a s t  structures,  the inner airfoil shaped s t ru t  and the outer s t ru t  including the 
t ransi t ion in the mid-box region, All castings will be subjected to the Hot 
Isostat ic  Pressing process  (HIP) to improve welding and chemical milling 
character is t ics  coupled with improved low cycle fatigue c l~a rac te r i s t i c  s. 
Three mounting points a r e  incorporated on f i e  f rame s truchire.  
These mounts a r e  spaced at 120 degree angular locations. Each mount dis-  
t r ibutes  the reactions to three r,f the s t ructural  members .  
The outer casing s t ructure is shielded f r o m  the high convective heat 
t r a n s f e r  of the turbine flow by nine sections of casing l iner .  The brazed 
honeycomb liner panels a r e  keyed to the structural s t ru t s  lor f r e e  differential 
growth. Insulation i s  inotallecl between the fairings and outer s t ruc ture  to  
reduce the effective heat transfer.  The inner turbine flowpath fairings include 
the stationary component of tile labyrinth seal a s s  embly located immediately 
aft of the rotor and are similar in  desjgn to t l ~ e  outer casing l iners .  Eighteen 
l ines  segments comprise  the outer flowpath of the fan s t ream. Each l iner  
segment  is bolted to  a structural s t r u t  and provides support for  one of the 
non-structural s ta tor  vanes. Z'hermal growth flexibility is achieved by the 
s l ip  Sit between adjacent liner segments,  
The non-structural s t ru ts  o r  stator vanes a r e  forged, solid aluminum 
airfoi ls .  The vanes are bolted to the f r ame  hub and torsionally restrained by 
plvs at the outer liner segments.  Molded nylon inser t s  a r e  used to provide a 
smooth hub flowpath between vanes, 
The mater ials  used in fabrication of the f r ame  a r e  given in  Table 5.3. 
Geometric data for t31e s t ru ts  and vanes a r e  summarized in  Table 5.4. 
5 . 2  Clearances 
-
Most of the previous fan designs were  required to operate as lift only 
devices during the take-off and landing mode and therefore only minor con- 
sideration was given to off -design operation. The m o r e  recent applications 
l o r  turbotip fans require good performance dur ing  V/STOL, cru ise  and loi ter  
operation, including both full o r  par t ia l  turbine a r c s  of admission. This wide 
range  of operating conditions cs tab l i s l~es  tile need for  good off-design per lor -  
mance and turbinc tip clearance contra1 in contrast  to fans which operate a t  
o r  near design point only. The performance of an impulse turbine a t  design 
point is not influenced appreciably by El~e amount of tip turbine clearance, and 
thus clearances of grea ter  than 0,63 c m  (0 .25  inches) were  permitted. Indeed, 
performance of a large clearance impulse turbine i s  very poor at off-design 
conditions. 
Good tip clearance control was consirlered during the design selection 
of the LCFcl-59 fan system. Impingement cooling of the fan casings was 
employed to maintain f r a m e  temperatures  consis tent with acceptable running 
clearances.  Mounting and attachment of the hot scroll ,  with i t s  large thermal  
growth migrations, was established for  isolation of the sea l  running surfaces,  
both at the fan inlet tip ancl the turbinc tip. A secondary benefit exists for a 
fan turbine with good clearance conti.01. F o r  an impulse turbine, the level of 
exit swirl  i s  directly related to the turbine tangential speed. The speeds fo r  
low swirl, where turbine outlet guide vanes a r e  not recylired, a r e  usually lower 
than the speeds desirable for  an aerodynamically and mechanically optimized 
fan. With good clearance control, a small amount of turbine reaction can be 
used to reduce the swir l  levels  to the case where exit guide vanes are no 
longer required. A high lave1 of tip speed can then be maintained consistent 
with the fan requirements. This desirable  feature led to the selection of a 
turbine with about 1 5  percent  average reaction and a fan tip speed of 343 m/sec 
(1 125 f t j  sec) .  
As  pa r t  of the design studies, the expected turbine clearance for a 
few of the cr i t ical  fan operating conditions was determined to evaluate the 
adequacy of the selected configuration. The running clearance at a part icular  
operating point f o r  the turbine i s  established by the sum of three conditions: 
Radial  growth of fie fan casing as ~ s t a b l i s h e d  by the impingement 
cooling sys tern. 
Radial growth of the fan and turbine ro tor  due to centrifugal Eorcos 
and meta l  temperature effects. 
Relative deflection of the rotor and f r a m e  during maneuver loadings 
experienced during flight. 
The conditions selected fo r  the study were idbe, ~ h o r t  take -off, 
ver t ical  landing, design point, cruise  and loiter.  At each of the conditions, 
a typical s e t  of flight maneuvers was assumed based on aircraft: flying 
experience. Pi tch precession i s  by far 'he mos t  cr i t ical  maneuver for 
establishment of required clearances for maneuvers.  The relative growth of 
the rotor and fan casing, which supports the tip seal, was evaluated by 
determining the frame temperatures  and growth a t  each condition along with 
the growth of the fan rotor due to  centrifugal and thermal  effects. The f r a m e  
thermal  growth during the take-off and landing conditions required s transient 
evaluation of the frame temperatures  due to the short  operating t imes involved. 
F igure  5.6 shows the estimated transient growth experienced by t+c f r a m e  for 
these  conditions. 
Table 5 .5  gives a listing of the ro tor / s ta tor  relative motions calcu- 
la ted for each condition with the take-off c learances estimated after 20 
seconds of operation and the landing at one minute. The maximum total 
relative motion, including thermal ,  centrifugal and maneuver effects, occurs 
during the landing condition where a radial  c learance of 0.14 cm (0'05 6 in) 
is required to  just prevent turbine tip seal run-in. Including an allowance of 
0.05 cm (0.020 in) clearance fo r  maximum assembly tolerance, a build-up 
clearance was established a t  0.19 cm (0.076 in).  Using this clearance a s  a 
base  point, the running clcaranco for each f l igh t  condition wan determined 
as listed in fie table. These clearances were used to establish the changes 
in turbine efficiency a s  described i n  Section 4.1 of this report .  
5. 3 Weights and Inertias 
5, 3 . 1  Fan Weight 
The base point fan weight i s  386 kg (850 lbs).  This includes the 
single circular  scro l l  cross-sect ion with dual inlets, one feeding a 240 degree 
arc and the other feeding the remaining 120 degree arc.  The fan configuration 
is shown in F igure  5.1. Tlie fan weight includes al l  fan components between 
the fan inlet and eihaust  planes. Items not: included in the weight are scro l l  
insulation and the fan ed laus t  tailcone, both of which a r e  a i rc raf t  dependent, 
Table 5. 6 gives a weight breakdown of the fan assembly by ;.lajor components. 
Other optional configurations of fie LCF459 fan with scro l l  con- 
figurations tailored to meet  s p e c s i c  a i rc raf t  installations include: 
A double inlet scrol l ,  s imilar  to  the base point frn, with a multilobe 
sc ro l l  bubble for minimized fan frontal a rea ,  Figure 5.7. 
A circular  scro l l  with two sc ro l l  inlets, each feeding a 180 clegrec 
turbine arc .  
A multilobe sc ro l l  with a single canted c i r cu la r  inlet. The single 
inlet is split witk each inlet feeding either 120 o r  240 degrees of 
turbine arc. A blocker plate located in the scro l l  arms at 120 
degrees can be changed between two locations to provide left-to- 
right fan c ornrnona1,ity , 
The estimated weights of these three alternate fan configurations a r e  
given in Table 5. 7. 
5 . 3 . 2  Engine Weights 
The Y397-GE-100 engine is an existing engine configuration with a 
weight of 335 kg (739 lbs).  This engine weight includes a discharge nozzle of 
an estimated weight of 9 kg (20 lbs), which i s  not required when used as a gas 
generator fo r  a l i f t lcruise  Ian sys tern. As a gas generator,  the weight of the 
Y J97 -GE- 100 i s  326 kg (7 19 lbs). 
As pa r t  of this study, combustor water injection waa considered as 
an option fo r  increased thrust  during emergency operation. Zhe added weight 
..I the engine rncunted components for water  injection is 9.  ti kg (21 lbs). This 
wcight includes the spray bars,  manifolds and bypass control valve. 
The Growth J97 engine weight was estimated on a preliminary basis 
by evaluating the changes between the YJ97-GE-100 and Growth engines. The 
estimated weight is 379 kg (835 lbs) with an exhaust nozzle and 370 kg (81 5 lbs) 
as a gas generator for l i f t /cruise  fans. 
The engine weights as specified above, do not include the following 
engine/aircraft  installation items: 
S tar te r  
Engine inlet noise fairing 
Engine/aircraft  con~iection fifAings and lines 
Engine rotor speed sensox 
Engine oil p res su re  sensor 
Actuator for main  fuel control lever  
Engine/aircraft  e lectr ical  wiring 
Oil tank 
The iner t ias  of the rotating componcnts of thc LCF459 and J97  
cngines arc l is ted in Tablc 5.8. Design rotational spcods (100 percent) arc 
a lso  labulaLcd to aid in calculating forces  during angular precession. 
5 . 4  Ins tallation 
The installation of a l i f t /cruise  fan sys tem i s  strongly a i rc raf t  
dependent. The inlets, ducting and exhaust sys tems a r e  tailored to i i t  within 
t l ~ c  onfines of the aircraft .  F o r  this reason, t11e propulsion furnished c o m -  
ponents a re  the g a s  generator and the l i f t /cruise  fan acccssor ics ,  
5.4. 1 Gao Generator Mounting System -
The YS97-GE-100 cnginc employs a determinant mounting sys tem 
wlien installed a s  a gas generator.  F igure  5, 8 shows a schematic of the nlost 
common mountinq arrangement,  Main trunnion mounts a rc  locatcd on each 
s ide  of the main  f r ame  and resist;  ver t ical  and axial forces.  A lorward 
vert ical  mount is located on the compressor  front i r a m c  with a side drag-link 
located on the aft flange of the compressor  case ,  Details oS the engine 
mounting provisions are given in  Roferencc 4 and the applicable J37 i r~s ta l la -  
tioil drawing. 
The mounting provisions for the Growth J97 are the same a s  for file 
Y J97-GE-100. T11e design changes in  the compressor  amount to a 5.1 c m  
(2.00 in) inc rease  in engine length and a 3.8 cm (1.50 in) increase  in com-  
pr  e s  sox inlet diameter.  The remaining engine enveLope remains the same 
as for the YJ97-GE-100 engine, 
The installation envelope of the l i f t lc ru ise  fan is strongly dependent 
on the scrol l  geometry as established lor  the par t icular  a i r c ra f t  installation, 
Installation dimensions for two typical scro l l  sys tems employed with the 
LCF459 fan a re  given in F igures  5 .9  and 5.10. F igure  5.  9 shows the single 
inlet  multilobe sc ro l l  arrangement and Figure 5 .10 i s  lor  a double inlet 
c i rcu lar  scrol l ,  Both systems employ a determinant three  point mounting 
arrangement,  The t l~rcc  mounts a r e  located on the fan f rame,  and r e s i s t  
loads as shown in Figure 5.8, Each fan mount r e s i s t s  axial o r  thrust  I.oads. 
One of the mounts adjacent to  the sc ro l l  inlet a lso  r e s i s t s  ver t ical  and side 
loads and serves as  fie hard-point mount. A vert ical  r e s t r a in t  is also 
required on the mount opposite the scro l l  inlets.  
The mounting systems described above employ separa te  mounting of 
an evaluation rela+ive to the frame capability, 
Service lines to  the accessory package cannot be routed through the 
fan f r ame  because of s ize restrictions.  A scparate  serv ice  s t ru t  is assumed 
to be aircraft-furnished to provide an access path to the accessor ies  in the 
fan tailcone. 
5.4. 5 Heat Rejection anrl Cooling 
The cooling requirements and heat rejection of the J97 engine are 
given in  Reference 4. Engine compartment cooling is required to maintain 
the engine surface temperatures  within the limits given in Table 5 . 9 .  In 
addition, a l l  controls and ~Lccesso r i e s  a r e  limited to temperatures  of 163 - 
177" C (325 - 350°F). Each particular aircraft installation must  be 
evaluated to  determine cooling flow requirements to maintain the required 
s t ructural  temperatures.  
The LCF459 is designed to minimize nacelle cooling requirements. 
Cooling air is extracted from the fan d isc l~arge  and distributed through 
manifolds fox impingement cooling of the fan f r a m e s ,  At design point, about 
0.68 kg/sec  (1.5 Lb/sec) f r ame  cooling air is r e q u i ~ e d  to maintain a frame 
case  temperature of 232°C (450nF),  This impingement cooling a i r  performs 
a secondary function of purging the ilacelle cavities. The fan design a lso  
employs buffer air ,  e x t r ~ c t e d  f rom the fan discharge s t r eam,  for  pressur iza-  
tion of the scrol l  sliding seals .  Leakage f r o m  these sea ls  will be cool a i r ,  
less than 24" C (75°F) above ambient total temperature.  This buffer air i s  
also used to  pressur ize  the fan inlet a i r  scal and i s  recouped into the fan inlet 
air s t ream.  
The inlet scoops for  the buffer a i r  must  be mounted in the flowpath of 
the airframe-furnished exhaust nozzle, F igure  4.60 shows a sketch of a 
typical air inlet scoop. The external piping for  routing this a i r  to the scro l l  
outer collector manifold is not illustrated on the fan installation drawing. 
Weight est imates  for the a i r  inlet and piping are included in  the fan weight, 
The same is true for the impingement cooling air  manifolds; the weight is 
included in the fan weight but the routing is  not shown on the installation 
drawing, 
5 .4 .6  Lubricatioq 
Each lift /cruise f a n  incorporates a self -contained lubrication sy s t e z ,  
The lubrication and scavenge pumps a r e  driven by the fan shaft. An integral 
lube tank is contained in the stator frame hub. A separate oil cooler will be 
placed in  the fan exhaust s t ream,  if required, to maintain acceptable oil  
temperatures.  Use  of integral  fan lubrication systems eliminates the 
the l i I t /cruisc  fan and the gas  gcneyator,  Inlcgral iizstallations of a con~positc 
cnginc/ia.n systcrr~ arc also possible if mounting rudunrla~lcics arc avoided. A 
lypical installation of this type is s l~own  i n  Figure 5,11, This arrangclncnt 
couples Ole cllginc and fall togcthcr t l~rough a ball joint flange arrangcmcnl. 
Tlla aircralt-furnished joint must  bc designed to r r s i s t  relative rotation of 
t11c fan and cnginc without rcslrainl; to angular misalignment. A vertical  ant1 
siclc restraint arc rcquircd on tlic engine will1 tlircc th rus t  mounts ant1 a 
vcrlical restraint locatccf on the fan lrarno. Sidc res t ra in t  of the fan i s  
provided by a mount located r)lz the scro l l  inlct ducting. This arranc. -:it is 
s imi l a r  to that employed in hclicoptcrs for mounr !~pj c~lgincs to thc -:a -.',ox. 
Details of each part icular  installation ancl mounting arrang-mc ?t: must 
LC evaluated to determine forces  and rnomcnts transfcrrccl into thc: cilglno - w l  
fan compone~~t s ,  
5.4. 3 Inlet ancl Exhaust Attachments 
The liEt/cruise fan i s  clesigl~ccl to be isnlatrd from the ai rcra l l  inlct  
and  exhaust sys ton~ installations, The attacluncnts to the fan shall t ransmi t  
only those smal l  forces  associated tvilh slip-joints and bcllows type attach- 
men t s  al: the inlct  and exhaus l; planes. Thc pressure - a rea  o r  pistan force  
associated wit11 free-lollows systems shal l  not be transmitted to the fan 
scro l l .  P r e s s u r e  compellsatcd or t ied bellow arrangements arc  required iu 
minimize these forccs .  
The engine installation has s imi lar  res t ra in ts  in  that the inlet  attach- 
men t  to EL.le cnginc shall not transmit; a i r c ra f t  induced forces  into the 
compressor  f ront  frarnc, 
5.4.4 Accessory Packages 
Provisions for mounting a i rcraf t  accessor ies  a re  provided on boil1 
the J97 gas generator  and the l i f t /cruisc  £an. The capability of the YJ97-GE-  
100 engine i s  given in the engine model specificaf;ion, I iu~crence  4. Power 
extraction f o r  & i s  cnginc is limited to 18. 6 k w  (25 l ~ o r s c p o w c ~ )  because of tho 
gearbox torque capability, 
The l i f t lc ru ise  fan incorporates the capability of rncsunting a i rc ra l t  
accessories  in the exhaust tailcone envelope, A d i rec j  drive to the fan shaft 
is provided for  power extraction to a present  l imit  of  11 1.8 kw (1 50 horsepower) .  
The fan frame is designed to accept the accessory mounting loads at  the 
frame flange adjacent to the inner flowpath as identified in  fie sketch 01 a 
typical accessory package sl-iown in  F igure  2.7. The v -  icht of thii, aircr-,it 
accessory  packcage i s  79 kg (175 Ibs) with an overhung moment of 2Z. 8 xg-m 
(2500 in-lbs) for  the  present design study. O t l ~ e r  accessory packages require 
dependency on the engine sys tems and the need for interconnect to cover 
single engine o r  cnginc -out operatian. 
Tl~c 597 cngine contains an integral  lubrication system.. FTow ever, 
the lube tank and associated hardware a r c  a i rc raf t  -furnished and not included 
in  the enginc weight. 'fie lube tanlc rcquiremcnts a r e  defined in  'he cngine 
model specific ation. 
The LCF459 lif'c/cruisc fan has been designed for operation with a 
GYawih J97 gas g c n c r a t o ~ .  Operation is also possible with thc existing Y J97- 
G E -  1 UO engine. A compar iso~i  uf the design point enginc discharge ga  
conditions is given in Table 5.10. lqor  operation wilh the Y J97-CE- 100 engine, 
ale fan turbine must be modifictl tn accupt the 10  percent lower flow function. 
This change could be accornplishcd thrc>ugJl partial arc (325 degree) sc ro l l  
operation, reorientation of turbinc stators for reduceci drea, or  reduction of 
turbine annulus area.  The sccwnr' case ,  reorientation of s ta tors ,  is the most 
probable method wl~ich would be used due to  simplicity of des ign changes, 
This case was assumed during the dcvclopmcnt o i  LCF459 performance ~ 4 t h  
the e x i ~  t h l g  Y J 97 - G E -  100 engine. 
The complcmontary aircraft studies have identified ~ c v e r a l  combina- 
tions of numbers of fanlengiliea and the conditions where engine combustor 
water injection i s  required during emergency opc ration. Table 5.11 l i s t s  the 
results of t hese  sludics and idontifios two prime systems: 
Three  fans wit11 two G r o w f l ~  397 engine ,, In cruisa, the sys tem 
operatos one-on-one, and in VTOL th6: three fans are powered by 
two gas generators,  
Equal numbers of fans and Y J97 -GE- 100 engines. Cruise and VTOL 
operation arc with equal numbers of f ans  and cngines. 
Some of the arrangements consider water injection as a means of 
increasing take-off thrust, eitkrer during normal o r  emergency operation. 
Performance data have been determined for t l ~ c s c  numerous propulsion 
combinations. 
5.5.1 ComEent Performance 
- 
The component performance of f i e  LCF459 fan was based on 
estimated component maps f o r  the fan and turbine. Figure 5.12 shows the 
es.cimated fan mzp and Figure 5.13 shows the estimated turbine map. These 
two maps a r e  based on a fan  design point efficiency of 85 percent  and a 
turbine design point efficiency of Q6 percent ,  Table 5. 1 2  lists the oEher 
significant design point parameters ,  including t11c turbine exit diffusion and 
clucking total pressure 10s aes, 
During partial  a r c  operation, tho performance of thc fan system wars 
corrected for windage and end losses  existing in tllc inactive portion sf tlzc 
turbine annulus a s  rlcfificd in Section 4.1 of this report. 
5.5.2 VTOL P c r f o r m a ~ ~ c c  
Periormancc during VTOL operation, s c a  level static,  32" C (90 "I?) 
day, was determined for h e  two cngine/ian cornl3inations. This static pcr-  
formance not only includes nornlal  operation on the design operating line, 
but also includes operation duying maximum control excursions and enginc- 
out emergency operation, 
T11c VTOL performance was determined for the typical installation 
assumptions a s  given in Tablc 5.13 which arc considered representative of a 
l i f t /  cruiso installation operating i n  the lift nlode. Colzlparablc engine instal-  
lation assumptions arc given in Tablc 3 . 7 .  VTO,', performance of the LCF459 
with h e  Growth 597 engine is  given in Tahlc 5.14 and wit11 the Y J97-GE-100 
engine in Tabla 5.15, This performance data was generated at a fan stall 
margin  of 2 5  percent to yicicl maximum thrust in conjunction with maximum 
distortion tolerance. 
5.5. 3 Cruise Perforrnancc 
Cruise  p e r i ~ ~ r n a n c e  was determined for the LCF459 powered by 
either the Growth J97 o r  the YJ97-GE-100  engine,  In cruise ,  both systems 
incorporate a single gas generator driving a single l i f t /cruise  fan, The 
installation assumptions used during ge~~erat icrn of the c ru ise  data arc given 
i n  Table 5.16. The perfosmancc was determined a l  a constant fan s tal l  
margin  of 18 percent, which infers a continuously variable and controllable 
i~ozz lo  area. Operation of the fan system with a two position or step changing 
nozzle a r e a  i s  possible, but a t  sonle reduction in fan performance. 
.Detailed cruise performance is presented in Reference 5. Specific 
fuel  consumption characteristic s cxtr acted f r o m  that reference a r e  presented 
in  Figure 5 .14 fo r  both the Growth J97 and Y J 9 7 - G E - 1 0 0  cycles. The 
charac ter i s t ics  are shown using ambient pressure and temperature correc- 
tions which remove the effects of altitude, A comparison of the two cycles  
shows that the Growt9l engine has  slightly lower fuel consumption, by virtue 
of the higher compressor  p res su re  ratio. 
5.6 Control Rcsponsi? 
-. 
Control of the a i rc raf t  attitude during V/STOL flight must be obtained 
t2nroup;ll modulation ol tllc thrust  of the lifting units ar  by use of additional 
reaction ront ro l  C ~ C V ~ C C B ,  such a8 n a z z l c ~  o r  control fans. F o r  a i r c ra f t  using 
lift or  liftlcruisc fans for  propulsion, nlodulation of the fan tllrust has been 
idel~tifiecl as an cfficicnt rnctliod of control, Previous fan thrust  control 
systoms have employed thrust spaili.ng uaing exhaust louvers, am in  the 
XV-5A aircraf t ;  variable arcs scrolls (VAS), Rofcxence 8; and turbine energy 
modulation (TEM), Reference 9, Each of these sys tems had particular 
undasirable features. Thc most recent  and cffcctivc control ayetcrn developed 
employs a method of energy transfor between pairs of interconnected engines. 
This Enezgy Transier for Attitude Control (ETAC) concept has been subjected 
to analyaie and development testing by both the McDonnell Aj-craft Corpora- 
tion and the General Electric Company. Under contract wiEh NASA, htcDonnel1 
has performed teats of a typical ETAC inteuconncct system using two 
YJ97-GE-100 engines. The resul ts  of tllcso teats are reported in  References 
10 and 1 I .  These tcsts  demonstrated the feasikilily of the control system to 
yield the required levels of thrust  control without distress to the engine 
system and at: a ra te  fast enough to meet  the response c r i t e r i a  for V/STOL 
flight operation, The LCF459 was designed to operate as the lifting dev ice  
with a control system using the ETAC concept for thrust: modulation. 
Uporation of fan systems in  tho environment of ETAC has been described in 
detail in References 1 and 12. These requirements and cricnria ware applied 
to tho LCF459 fan design. 
The scope 01 this design study did not ~ e q u i r e  a detailed t ransient  
analysis of ale S97 engine and LCF459 fan during operation with Ehe ETAC 
aystcrn. The analysis was limited to scaling of previous response analyses 
to reflect; the design features  of the LCF459, particularly the rotor inertia. 
The following discussion will be limited to a general description of the 
engine and fan transient operation, and an estimate of the fan and system 
time constants for the LCF459 propulsion system. 
5.6.1 Engine Operation 
Operation of the ETAC sys tem is not limited to systems incorpora- 
ting l i f t /cruisc  fans. Two interconnected gas  gener a ta r  s are all that is 
required f o r  operation of this control system. F igure  5.15 shows a schematic 
of two interconnected engines. A valve, located in the c r o s s  -duct, i s  provided 
for engine isolation during starting. Two ETAC valves are located in the fan 
duct, downstream of the cross-duct  and upstream of the exhaust nozzles. The 
exhaust nozzles are shown to simulate the fan turbine nozzlein the fan 
configur ation. 
As the ETAC valvc for Engine I ira closed to  proclucc a prcssrirc drop, 
tho Engine 1 is t l~ro t t le  . a22 yields an incredso in  discharge preusure  and 
temperature. The h ig l~cr  prcssure  at Enginc 1 tllcn c;cuses a flow to occur in  
Cl~c croes-duct. The cross-duct: fl.ow in  turn throttles Engine 2. F o r  an ideal, 
no loss, cross -duct, t;hc discharge conditions Irom each enginc will s tabilizc 
at the same exhaust gas conditions, F igure  5. 16 shows thc variation of 
engine pararnctcrs a s  t11c ETAC valve is closed lo a condition a3 csta.blished 
by EL limiting t c m p ~ r a t u ~ o  oi: 1144"IC. (204Oo11j a t  tlie nozzlcs. T11e cEtangcs of 
pressure and lemporaturc arc shown f o r  both engines. The difference of flow 
b c ~ c e n  the two engines rcprcsents  the level of cross-flow, 6.9 percent 
maximum. TIlc variatian of gas power a t  the nozzles shows a 28 percent 
increase  on the high side enginc with only smal l  changes on the low side. This 
change 01 power, when delivered 1.0 a fan turbine, produces change8 of fan 
thrust for a i rcraf t  control. F o r  power t ransfer  in t l ~ c  opposite direciirjn, 
Engine 2 valve i s  used with Engine I valve in the minimum loss  positian. 
T ~ a n  ' s  k t  operakion of the J97 enginc during ETAC c o n t r ~ i  inputs 
was clemonstra~c : during the tests described in  Rcferoncc 10, Figure 5.17 
shows a typical cngine transicnt during a step input: of control. The transient: 
is initiated 13y a rapid motion of t l ~ c  ETAC valve which i s  completed within 0 .1  
seconds, as limited by khc electro-l~ydraulic contrc~ls on the valve. The 
sequence of events which occur in thc cngine following the initiation of the 
ETAC Valve 1 motion is as  follows: 
The cngine d isc l~argc  pressure increases  diroc tly with valve motion 
due t o  the decreased cngine ciicctive area aud the associated increase 
in engine operating conditions. During the initial part of the transient,  
U ~ e r c  i s  little or no cl~angc of engine fuel flow because engine speed 
has not had time to cl~ange, The engine fucl control requires  a changc 
01 enginc speed to produce a c l ~ a n g e  of fuel  ilow. 
The p res su re  at Engine 1,  downstream of the ETAC valve drops 
slightly because the r i s e  in ongine discl-rarge pressure i s  not adequato 
to overcome t11e p res su re  clrop ac ross  the valve. 
Following the control valvc motion, thoro  is a dciiciency of cngine 
turbine torque and the engine speed begins to drop. T l~e  fuel control 
senses  this speed drop and produces an increase in fucl flow. 
The incrc!ase in fuel flow causes an increase  in  engine discharge 
temperature and small  increases  in  pressure until a stabilized 
speed-fuel flow condition i s  achieved. This total  transient takes 
about 0. 5 seconds to stabilize 
This type of enginc response to conti-ol inputs has been demonstrated 
to be stable and prcdic table based on the test programs.  The time required 
for the transient to occur  appears to be adequate to meet  the a i rc raf t  control 
requirements.  A fuel flow anticipation system could very easily be incor- 
porated in the ongine sys tem to im2rove the response t ime, Thie 
antici;?ation system would be designed to produce an engine fuel flow change 
proportional to the control valve position. The fuel flow change required 
fo r  stabilized engine operation would then occur within the f i r s t  0.1 second 
of the transient,  and would not require  an engirie speed change a e  previously 
described. With anticipation, the complete engine transient t ime could be 
reduced to about 0.2 seconds for  a typical s tep control input. 
5.6.2 Fan. Operation 
The prcvious dincussion has  shown that a change of power occurs  at 
the fan turbine with motion of the ETAC valve. The fan systcma convert t h i s  
change of power into lift as shown i n  Figure 5.18, The fan thrus t  variation 
with control indicates an increase for  the high aide fan with little change for 
the opposite. Thrust: spoiling is provided to maintair. a constant two fan total 
thrust  wihh control input, This thrust  spoiling feature is desirable for  f a s t  
thrust  response as discussed below. 
The transient operation of the two fan sys tem i~ based on the fan 
response to  the power variations produced by the engines during conArol 
inputs. F igure  5.19 shows a typical fan estimated t h r t a t  transient including 
the effects of engine, fan and thrust  spoiling syatema. The time variation of 
fan thrust. i s  determined by the rapid thrust  spoiling function on the low side 
fan and a longer transient on the high side a s  estahli~thed by the fan speed 
change and inertial  effects. The variation of control moments and ~ y s t e m  
total l i f t  i s  established by the differential and sum of the two fan thrust  levels. 
Typical control moment transients show a time constant of about 0.2 seconda, 
where t ime constant is defined a s  the t ima required for the moments to  
achieve 63 percent of the total steady state moment change. A small short 
duration decrease  in  fan total  thrust  is shown to occur during the init ial  part 
of the transient. The l i f t  deficiency will cause a very sinall but acceptable 
coupling of height with attitude control. 
The transient variation of control forces  is related to  the combined 
effects of the engine and fan systems. F o r  an overal l  control t ime constant 
of about 0.2 seconds, the fan alone time constant should be less than 0.3 
seconds. This fan time constant is directly related to Ehe fan moment of 
inertia, since a fan speed change is required to  produce a fan thrust  change, 
A detailed t ransient  analysis of the LCF459 fan was not conducted 
during this study, Comparison of this fan with the LF460 fan, Reference 1, 
should give fairly accurate  t ime est imates  because of the s imilar i ty  of the 
two designs. Table 5 , 1 7  compareo the fan aerodynamic design parameters  
and rotor iner t ia  of the two fan systems,  Using the resu l t s  of t ransient  
analysis of the LF460, with carrectio;?~ for  rotor inartias, the estimated 
time constants for the LCF459 are shown in Figure 5.20. This simplified 
analysis indicates that: t.he LCF459 should be capable of meeting or exceeding 
tho 0 . 3  second time constant criteria at fan speeds in excess of about 80 
percent. 
Prel iminary design studies of a turbotip liffi/cruise fan for the Navy 
multimission a i rc raf t  have identified a configuration which hao a high degree 
of assurance for meeting the propuleion system goals and requirements. The 
J97 turbojet engine was selected as the gas source for  powering the fan 
system, Conclusions derived based on these studies a re :  
1. A 1 . 5  meter  (59.0 inch) clisrnettjr turbotip l i f t /cruise  fan can be designed 
to m e e t  m o ~ i f i e d  reqvirementa of MIL-E- 5007D (Reference 2) and 
FAR-33-1 B (Reference 3) with a fan weight of 386 kg (850 lbs). Opera- 
tional capabilities include the ability to ingest a 1 kg (2.2 lb) bird and 
withstand maneuver loads including angular precession ra te  of 2.0 
radians per  second and 10 g vert ical  down-load. 
2 .  A 6000 hour life l i f t /cruise  fan configuration has been designed which 
will provide a design point thrust-to-weight rat io  of 0.195 ~ / g  (19.9 lb/lb).  
3. Maintainability features have been included to provide on-wing component 
remcval. 
4. The rotor  system incorpora,ting 5 2  titanium blades and a conventional w e b  
disk, meets  the design requirements and exhibits a rotor  --ament of 
inertia adequate to m e e t  the f-ransient response require? . br a time 
constant of l e s s  than 0.3 seconds. 
5. The fan system is  capable of operation as a l i f t /cruise  fan o r  a lif: fan, 
either as  a right o r  left-hand installation, through proper  consideration 
of lubrication and ducting sys tem nicsign. 
6 .  An engine with 20 percent  gas power growth over the YJ97-GE-100  can 
be obtained through modifications ~f St3ges 1 through 5 of the zompres-  
sor and turbine changes, pr imari ly  through mater ia l  substitution. The 
growth engine weight was estimated to be 379 kg (835 lbs). 
7. A low r i sk  water system, using pre-combustor injection, was defined 
to provide increased thrust, i f  desired,  during V/STOL and Emergency 
operation. 
8. Good tip clearance control i s  required to maintain high efficiency levela 
for the required wide rsnge of operation. The use of case  impingement 
cooling provides a means to achieve close running clearances while 
maintaining flexibility for  sys tern development. 
9. A fan system for  installation in a multimission a i rc raf t  will require 
la rge  distortion tolerance. A design point s ta l l  margin  of 18 percent  
has been achieved. Operation with increased nozzle a r e a  during take- 
off and landing will increase  the estimated s tal l  m a ~ g i n  to 2 5 percent. 
Symbol 
b 
EMERG 
F~ 
g 
11 
H 
INTER 
IP 
J 
KF 
m x  
N 
N b  
P 
PCNG 
PCNF 
PEL 
PWL 
S. L. 
NOMENCUTURE 
Definition 
Area 
Turbine Bucket Projected Area, 
Length X Chord 
Blade Chord 
A One-Minute Emergency Rating for 
Use During Engine-Out Operation 
Fract ion of A d m i ~ s i o n  A r c  Durin, 
Pa r t i a l  A r c  Operation 
Net Thrust 
Gravitational Constant 
Turbine BuckeL Height 
Enthalpy 
A 30-Minute Engine Rating 
Rotor Pola r  Moment of Inertia 
Mechanical Equivalent of Heat 
Windage Loss Constant 
A Three Second Rating which 
Establishes Maximum Control fox 
V/STOL Take -Off and Landing 
Fan  Rotational Speed 
Number of Fan  blade^ 
P r e s  s.&lre 
Gas Generator Rotational Speed 
Fsn Rotational Speed 
Pa r t i a l  Arc  End Loss Power 
Par t i a l  Arc Windage Power Loss 
Sidewards Maneuver Acceleration 
Blade Thickness to Chord Ratio 
Temperature 
Units 
m2 (ftZ) 
rnZ (ft2) 
kN (lb) 
crn (in) 
~ / g  O R ( B T U / I ~  O F )  
2 2 
kg-m-sec (Ib-ft-sec ) 
N m / s e c  J (ft-lb/sec BTU) 
Symbol 
W 
WFM 
W V?JL 
WXFR 
@l 
8 2  
6 
80 
Definition 
Turbine Pitch Tangential Velocity 
Rotor Blade Rclative Air- Velocity 
Turbine Noszlo Ideal Velocity 
A Onc-Minute Engine Rating for 
V/STOL Take-Off 
Gas Flow Rate 
Engine Fuel  Flow Rate 
Combustor Water Flow Rate 
Flow Transfer 
Turbine Bucket Inlet A i r  Angle 
Turbine Buckef: Exit Air Angle 
Turbine Tip Clearance 
Ambient P r e s s u r e  Correction 
Rclative to Standard P r c s  su re  
Efficiency 
Ambient Temper a h r e  Correction 
Relative to Standard Day 
4 Roll Maneuver Angular Rate 
*. 
8 Roll Maneuver Angular Acceleration 
P Fluid Density 
i Pitch Maneuver Angular Rate 
$ Pitch Maneuver Angular Acceleration 
o Blade Torsional Frequency 
Subscripts 
Units 
kg /sac  (lb/ sec) 
kg/hr ( lb/hr)  
kg/ sec (lb/ sec) 
P C ~  (pet) 
rad (deg) 
r a d  (deg) 
cm (in) 
- ( - 1  
rad/ sec ( r ad /  sec) 
rad/ sect (rad/scc2) 
kg /m3 (lb/f$) 
rad/ sec (rad/ sec) 
rad/ sec (rad/sec) 
4 Engine Turbine Inlet: 
22 Fan  Inlet 
5 1 Engine Turkine Discharge 
54 Fan Turbine Inlet 
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TABLE 2.1 
GAS CONDITIONS AT FAN DESIGN POINT 
3-on-2 Growth J97, Intermediate Power,  Sea Levcl Static, Standard Day 
G a s  Flow, Irg/sec ( lb/sec)  37.31 (82.25) 
P r e s s u r e ,  k ~ / r n ~  (lb/in2) :: 374.0 (54.25) 
Temperatui*e, "K ( O R )  1028 :1851) 
Power,  kw (hp) 12,183 (16, 338) 
Throat Area, sq meters (sq in) 0.0782 (121.2) 
2-an-2 S97-GE-100, Maximum Power Transfer,  - +  Sea Level Static, 32°C 
(90°F) Day 
Gas Flow, kg/scc  (Ibiscc) 30.95 (68.24) 
P r e s s u r e ,  kN/m2 (lb/in2) * 3 8 6 . 3  (56.03) 
Temperature,  "K ("R) 1144 (2060) 
Power,  kw (hp) 11,518 (15,447) 
Throat Area, sq meters (sq in) 0.0663 (l02.7) 
* Gas Conditions a r e  Given s t  the Inlet Flange to the Fan Scroll 
and Included 3.1 and 2.7 Percent  Pressure Loss f o r  the Growth 
and -1 00 Engines Respectively, 
TABLE 2.2 
GROWTH J97 GAS CONDITIONS USED IN FAN DESIGN POINT STUDIES 
Gas Flow, kg/sec (lb/scc) 
Pressure, k ~ / r n ~  (lb/in2) 
Temperature,  "K (OR) 
Power,  kw (hp) 
(Scroll Inlet Gas Conditions, Including 3 . 1  Percent Pressure 
Loss, Used i:. Studies P r i o r  to Definition of Growth Engine 
as Defined in Tables 2.1 and 3.6) 
TABLE 2 . 3  
BASE POINT FAN DESIGN PAKAMETERS 
ESTABLISHED FOR AERODYNAMIC DESIGN STUDIES 
Tip Iliameter, meters (in) 1.499 (59.0) 
Tip Speed, meters /see (ft/sec) 343 (1 125) 
Specific Flow, kg/ sec -m2 (lb/sec-ft2) 195 (40.0) 
Fan Exit M a c h  Number 0.55 
Turbine  Exit Mach Number 0.55 
Fan Hub Loading Parameter 2.14  
TABLE 2.4 
BASE POINT FAN 
Tip Diameter, meters (inchc-: 
P r e s s u r e  Ratio 
Turbine Pressure Ratio 
Tip Speed, meters/ sec (ftlsec) 
Specific Flow, kg/s ec -rn2 ( l b / s e c  -ft2) 
Fan &it Mach Number 
Turbine Blade Exit Mach Number 
Turbine Stator Exit Mach Number  
Inlet radius Ratio 
Fan Airflow, kg/sec ( lb / sec )  
Ideal Thrust, kn (lb) 
(Initial Configuration Selected P r i o r  to Aerody~amic Design Studies) 
TABLE 2.5 EFFECTS OF DESIGN VARIABLES ON FAN THRUST 
Tip Speed 
Variable meter! scc Itlacc 
Basepoint 343 1125 
Tip 5pccd 320 1050 
Specific F l o w  343 1125 
Fan Esdt hfach No 343 I125 
Turhinc f i t  Mach Nn 343 1125 
F m  Mameter 3 1125 
Specific Flow 
kq/sec-rnz lblscc-ft2 
195 40 
195 40 
LO3 41.5 
195 40 
195 40 
195 40 
F m  
Exit 
Math 
Number 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.45 
0.55 
0.55 
Turbine 
Eet 
M s h  
Number 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.55 
0.45 
0.55 
Fan Diameter 
meters inches 
1.50 59 
1.50 59 
1.50 59 
1-50 59 
1.50 59 
1.52 10 
Fan 
Prcasurc 
Ratio 
1.31 
1.30 
1.30 
1-30 
I. 315 
1.30 
Turbine 
Prcssurc 
Ratio 
1-34 
1.42 
1.32 
1-38 
1.32 
1.34 
TABLE 2.6 
LCF459 AERODYNAMIC PARAMETERS 
SELECTED AFTER AERODYNAMIC DESIGN STUDIES 
AND USED IN MECHANICAL STUDIES 
Tip Diameter, meters (inches) 
P r c s s u r e  Ratio 
Gas Flow, lcgjsec (lbjsec) 
2 2 Pressure, l c ~ / r n  (Ib/.in ) 
Ternperahre, O K  (OR) 
Turbine Pressure Ratio 
Tip Speed, meter/scc (ftlsec) 
2 2 Specific Flow, kg/sec-m (lb/sec-ft  ) 
Fan Exit Mach N u m b e r  
Turbine Blade Exit Mac11 Number 
Turbine Stator Exit Mach Number 
Inlet Radius Ratio 
Airflow, kg/sec  (lb/sec) 
Ideal Thrust, kN (lb) 
TABLE 2.7 
COMPONENT DESIGN LIFE 
(Without Repair) 
Turbine Blades and Vanes 
Fan Blades 
Disk 
Scroll 
Frame 
Bearings 
Hours 
3,000 
6,000 
6 , 0 0 0  
3 ,000  
6,000 
6,000 
Low Cycle Fatigue - 6,000 Missions wit5 3 Flight Cycles/Mission 
TABLE 2.8 
TYPICAL DUTY CYCLE FOR ASW MISSION WITH GROWTH J97 ENGINES 
Mission Sc~mont Matarti Foot  Mach Secs rf, of lnt * 
STOL Tako-Off 
Climb 
Dcsccnd 
Climb 3040 10000 0.35 10970 36000 0.70 1 1 . 0  Int 
Cruise 10970 36000 0 .7  1 2 . 0  7 5?'u 
Doscond 
VTO Landing 
* Thruel: L e v e l s  Given in  Pcrccnt of Intcxmcdiate Thrust at the Flight Altitudc and Mach Numbar 
Parameter 
TABLE 3.1 COMPd4R1SON OF GROWTH AND YJ97-GE-100 DESIGN POINTS 
(Sea Level Static, Standard Day) 
Speed, percent 
Speed, r p m  
Compressor Airflow, kg/ sec (Ib/ sec) 
Compressor Pressure Ratio 
Compressor Efficiency, percent 
Stall Margin 
Turbine Inlet Temperature, "K (OR) 
Turbine Discharge Temperature, "K (OR) 
Turbine Discharge Pressure, ~ N / M Z  (psia) 
Turbine Discharge Flow, kg/sec (lb/ sec) 
Ideal Gas Power, kw (hp) 
Growth J97 
TABLE 3.2 GROWTH ENGINE WEIGHT ESTIMATES 
YJ97-GE-100 Growth 597 
Weight, kg ( lbs)  i 5 5  (739) ?79 (835) 
Weight Includes 3. t kg (20 lbs) C;onvsrgent Exhaust Nozzle, 
TABLE 3 . 3  SI-IORT-TIME RATING LIMITS 
WITHOUT WATER YJ97-GE-100 
?) INTER T4 - 1 38Z01< (2487'R) 
VTO T4 = 1433"IC, (2580°R? 
8 MAX ;I( T5 = 1144"Ii (?,06O0R) 
EMERG T5 = 1144°K (206CnR] 
WITH 470 COMBUS1 OR WATER 
VTO T4 = 1433°K (2580°K; T4 = 1467'K (2640°R) 
MAX :: T5 = 1144°K (2060°R) T5 = 1144°K (Z060aR) 
a EMERG PCNG = 110% PCXG = 11 0% 
;: At MAX Power Rating, Engine Speed is Unchanged f rom VTO Rating. 
Jncrease in Operating Point is achieved through Power  Transfer Eetween 
Pairs of E11rj;ines. 
TABLE 3.4 GAS GENERATOR INSTALLATION PARAMETERS 
Inlet Recovery 
Compressor Blescl 
Power Extraction 
0.5 Percent 
19 kw (25 hp) 
TABLE 3.5 J97-GE-100 SHORT-TIME RAT JNGS CUNINSTALLED) 
WJYL 
kz l scc  lblscc 
W W R  
act 
- 
C 4Y RATING 
-- -
STD INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMERG 
32°C (90°F) INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMERG 
STD INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMERG 
32°C (90°F) INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMERC 
TABLE 3.6 GROWTH 597 SHORT-TIME RATINGS (UNINSTALLED) 
DAY RATING. 
STD INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMFAG 
32'C {90°F) L?TTEK 
VTO 
M A X  
=ERG 
STD WTEK 
VTO 
M.Kx 
E3dEP.G 
32°C {9OnF) INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMERG 
PCNG 
pct 
101.5 
103.3 
103.3 
107.9 
101.5 
102.4 
102,4 
107.3 
101.5 
107.0 
10,. 0 
l lo. 0 
101.5 
103.3 
103.3 
110.0 
W51 
k p l s e c  lblsec 
37.31 82.25 
37.56 82.81 
37.65 83.01 
37.79 83.31 
35.34 77.92 
35.73 78.78 
35.80 78.93 
36.63 80.76 
38.74 85.41 
39-20 86.42 
39.29 86.61 
39.28 86.59 
36.69 80.89 
37.95 83.67 
38.03 83.85 
38.14 84.08 
WXFR 
D C ~  
-- 
0 
0 
7 - 5 9  
0 
0 
D 
7.16 
0 
0 
0 
6.69 
0 
0 
0 
6.60 
0 
lV54 
kzlscc lblsec 
TABLE 3.7 J97-GE-100 SHORT-TIME RATINGS (INSTALLED) 
DAY R4TIXG 
PCNG 
2% 
1V51 
kplsec lblsec 
W5P 
krlsec lblsec 
ST0 INTER 
VTO 
h.LAx 
EMERG 
32°C (90°F) INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
FMERG 
STD D4T.m 
VTO 
rwx 
EMERG 
32'C (90'F) INTER 
VTO 
MRX 
EMEXG 
TABLE 3,s GROWTH 597 SHOR'f-TIME RATINGS (INSTALLED) 
?C rhz 
pct 
101.5 
102.9 
102.9 
107.7 
101.5 
101.9 
101.9 
107.0 
IF' .  5 
106.6 
106.6 
110.0 
1.01.5 
106.0 
106.0 
110.0 
P51 
IcN/mZ psia 
397.5 55.04 
386.3 56.03 
434.9 63-07 
404.3 58.M 
353.0 52.64 
366.1 53.10 
411.2 59.46 
392.0 56.85 
385.4 55.90 
406.3 58.93 
451.1 65.42 
415.6 60.28 
388.6 53.46 
393.2 57.03 
435.6 63.17 
408.9 59-30 
W51 
kelsec lbfsec 
w54 
kelsec lblsec DAY RATlNG 
SXD INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMERG 
STD INTER 
VTO 
MAX 
EMERG 
32.C (90'F) INTER 
VXO 
MAX 
EMERG 
TABLS 4.1 UNSHROUDED TURBINE TIP CLEARANCE EFFICIENCY PENALTIES 
FLIGHT CONDITION 
-- 
VTOL 
Take -Off 
Landing 
Design Point 
Cruise 
TIP CLEARANCE 
EFFICIENCY CHANGE 
RELATIVE TO 
SHROUDED TURBINE 
TABLE 4.2 
- 
PAN AEKO DESIGN P A U M E T E R S  
Selected at Conclusion of Aerodynamic and ,Mechanical Trade Studies 
Total Pressure Ratio 
Static Presswe Ratio 
Corrected Airflow, kg / sec (lb/ sec) 
A,diabatic Efficiency 
Corrected Tip Speed, m/sec (ft/sec) 
Tip Dianleter, m ( in)  
Radius Ratio 
Specific Flow, kg/sec  rn2 (lb/  sec itZ) 
Rotor Tip Rrlative Mach Number 
Hub Work Coefficient, Z ~ J A H / U ~ ~  
Number of Bladc s 
Number of Vanes  
Blade Aspect Ratio 
VL :". Aspect Ratio 
Exit Mach Number 
TABLE 4 .3  
TURBINE AERO DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Selected at Conclurrion of Aerodynamic and Mechanical Tradc Sludics 
Inlcl Tompcraturo, "I< (OR) * 1019 (1835) 
Inlct Gas Flow, kg/eac ( lb/scc)  * 37.14 (81 .  87) 
Jnlot Prcrraure, I ~ N /  rn2 ( lb/ in2) * 350 .9  ( 5 0 . 8 9 )  
Total-to-Total Prassurc Ratio 2 - 7 5  
Exit Mach Numbcr 0 . 5 5  
Exit Total Temporaturo, 'K (OR) 829 (1492) 
Adiabatic Eificicncy 0 .86  
Dcsign Energy, J/g  (BTU/lb) 210 (PR.1)  
Tip Uiameter, m (in) 1.674 (65.39)  
Radius Ratio 0 .9347  
Bucket Length, em (in) 
Number of Nozzle Vanes 
Numbor of Buckets 
Number of CIGVa 9 
Buckct Aspect Ratio 2.43 
Pitch \Ocel  Speed, m/sec (f t / scc)  370.5 (121 5) 
Stagc Work Coefficient, Ii/Zg 5uZ 0.83 
Stage Velocity Ratio, u/Vo 0.475 
Admission Arc, dcgrces 360 
Hub Reaction, pcrccnt 
Tip Reaction, porccnt 
* Scroll Inlet Pressure ,  Flow and Temperature Based on 
Estimated Growth Engine Discharge Conditions, and 
Include 3.1 Parccnt Ducting and 5 . 0  Percent Scrol l  Total 
Pressure  Loaa. 
TABLE 4 . 4  TURBINE AERODYNAMIC DESIGN POINT 
- 
Location 
Radius, rn (in) 
p* 1 f Pam 
Psz~P,, 
V1, m/s (ft/sec) 
M1 
Rl, r n / ~  (ft/sec) 
M R ~  
a l ,  deg 
B l r  deg 
X i Z ,  m / s  (ft/sec) 
MRZ 
Vzr  m/s  (ft /soc)  
M2 
42, deg 
Swirl Angle, deg 
E-eackion, percent 
Hub Pitch Tip 
1.297 ( 3 2 . 9 4 5 )  
1.357 
- 
685 (2248) 
1,245 
357 (1171) 
0.638 
21.4 
44.4 
4 5 3  (1485). 
0 ,827  
302 (990)  
0 . 5 5 2  
4 1 . 3  
8 .2  
20 
TABLE 4.5 PARTIAL ADMISSION LOSS ESTIMATES 
VTOL ( 2 / 3  Arc) 
-
Engine Out (1/3 ~ r c ) '  
Gas Generator Speed, percent 
F a n  Speed, percent 
Windage Power Loss, 1cW (hp) 
End Losses, kW (hp) 
Total ;'.,asses, k W  (hp) 
Total Power Loss, pcrcent 
TABLE 4.6 
- 
SCROLL COMPARISON 
CIRCULAR MULTILOBE 
Forming Dies Required 
Length of Weld, m (ft) 
Scroll Reference Section Height, c m  (in) 
 minimu urn Section Height, c m  (in) 
Scroll Performance Loss [Percent of P) 
.Scroll and Casing Weight, kg (lb) 
Fan Frontal Area, rn2 (ft2) 
TABLE 4.7 SCROLL PRESSURE LOSS ESTIMATES 
Entrance and Turning Loss 
Skin Friction 
Diffusion Loss 
Strut: Loss 
Tie Rods 
Total 
Circular 
Flight 
C~ndit ion 
VTG 
Transition 
CLimb 
Loiter 
Cruise 
Landing 
Temperature 
"K "F 
842 1515 
778 1400 
766  1380 
493 887 
447 805 
801; 1450 
Stress 
kN/m2 lb/in2 
207, OF? 30,000 
172,000 25,000 
37,000 5,400 
14,000 2,000 
27,000 3.900 
172,000 25,000 
Time 
Hours 
5 
20 
231 
2489 
245 
10 
Pcrcent Life Used 
0.2% Creep Rupture 
Number Cycles of 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
Number of 
Life Cycles 
690 
600 
1200 
1200 
120g 
600 
Weight  
TABLE 4.9 
- 
SCROLL DEFECT TOLERANCE 
Maximum Dcloct Size 
crn in 
Partial Miss ion (Landing) 
Onc M i s s  ion (Take off - Landing) 
Full Scrvice Life (600 Missions) 0.46 0.18 
TABLE 4.10 
FAN DISK COMPARISON 
Number Collventianal Twin-Wab 
of Blades Di s lc Di s lc 
2 / ~ e v  Margin 
(Percent) 
3 / ~ e v  Cross-Over 
(Percent Speed) 
52 o r  56 Equal 
TABLE 4.11 
EFFECTS OF LEAN ON FRAME Ii@RMAZI - STRESSES 
10" Lean 20" Lean 25" Lean 
Outer Ring Temperature 290'C 554°F 230°C 446'F 290°C 554'F 230°C 446°F 290°C 554'F 230°C 446*F 
MidRing Temperature 29OoC 554*F 150°C 302 F 290°C 554'F 190'C 302'F 290°C 554°F 150'C 30Z°F 
Inner Ring Temparature 40'C 104°F 40°C 104'F 40°C 104'F 40'C 104'F 40°C 104°F 40°C 104.F 
S'Less Locations 13i/m2 ksi kN/m2 ksi kN/m2 k s i  kN/rn2 ksi  kN/m2 ksi  w/m2 ksi 
Inner Strut 896 130 496 72 731 106 386 56 643 94 352 51 
Outer Strut 124 18 90 13 83 12 76 11 62 9 62 9 
Mid Ring 
Outer Ring 
TABLE 4.12 
FRAME STRESSES, THERMAL AND GYRO PRECESSION 
Codiguration I. 
+ 30 Inner Structural Stator.9 
10 Outer Struts 
Temperatures 
Inner Ring Mid- Box Outer Ring 
"C "F " C  "F " C "F -
Confi~urat ion I1 
10 Inner Structural Stators 
10 Outer Strust 
20 Degrees Lean 
Temperatures - Same as Configuration I 
Thermal Strcsscs 
Configuration I Configuration I1 
Member k ~ I r n 2  ksi klV/rn2 ksi 
Inner Ring 131 19 48 7 
Mid -Box 345 50 179 2 6  
Outer Ring 241 35 407 59 
Inner Strut 607 88 386 56 
Outer Strut 34 5 76 11 
Gyroscopic P r e c e s ~ i o n  Stresses 
Configuration I Configuration I1 
W/mZ ksi k ~ / r n ~  lcai 
Inner Ring 124 18 145. 21 
Mid -BOX 134 20 110 16 
Outer Ring 14 2 34 5 
Inner Strut 103 15 234 34 
Outer Strut 96 14 96 14 
TABLE 4.13 STRESSES FOR SELECTED FRAME CONFIGURATION 
Gyro hcccmsfon 1Dg Dawn Ig Side Stator Thermal Maa=uvtr + 36.000 Cycle Limit 
Mment  Mincuvcr Manewer R o b r  Thrum; Airlodm Cambincd Strtsm ~~~l 0.25 Yislu Dca.LGcd Usdcamtned 
~ l m Z  k.1 *NId ksi ! d l r n Z  ksi kNlmz krl kNlrnz kri kNrm2 ksi Uilsl2 hi W I ~ '  kmi kX/mz kni w{mZ kmi krzfmz b t  
Outer Strut 102.0 14.8 75.8 11.0 19.3 2.B 48,9 7.1 73.8 10.7 132.4 1%. 120.6 17.5 253.0 36.7 524.0 76 772.2 112 599.8 87 
TABLE 5 . 1  
ROTOR -. MATERIALS 
Structural Spinner 
Fan Disk and Shaft 
Fan Blades 
Turbine Carriers and Blades 
Bearings 
Bearing Support Cone 
6061 A1 
Ti 6-4 
Ti 17 
Rene 80 (Cast) 
M5 5) 
Ti 6-4 
TABLE 5.2  
SCROLL MATEXIALS 
Scroll Shell 
Nozzle Vanes 
Fan Casing 
Seal Support St 2 slts 
Casing Seal 
Honeycomb Seal 
Insulation * 
Rene 41 (Sheet) 
Rene 41 (Sheet) 
(Incu 7 18 (Bar /Sheet) 
h c o  718 (Cast) 
Inco 625 (Sheet) 
Haetelloy X (Sheet) 
Min-K 
* Suggested Insulation, Insulation is Aircraft -Furnished 
TABLE 5 . 3  
FRAME MATERIALS 
IIub 
Hub Lines 
Structural Vane 
Non-Structural Vane 
&$id Section Liners 
Outcr Case 
Outcr Case Lines 
Outcr Strut 
Inc onel 7 18 
Nylon 
Inc one1 7 1 8 
7 07 5 Aluminum 
Hastelloy X 
Inconel 718 
Hastelloy X 
Inc one1 7 1 8 
Chord, rn (in) 
tmlc 
Camber, degrees 
Stagger, degrees 
TABLE 5.4 
FRAME STRUT AND VANE GEOMETRY 
Airfoil Type 
Inner Structural 
Tip 
Inner Non-Structural 
Hub Tip 
-
Outer 
Hub 3 
-
- Double CircuLar Arc - NACA 65 A012 
Idle 
VTO 
Takeoff 
Landing 
Design Point 
Cruise 
Loiter 
TABLE 5.5 TURBINE TIP SHROUD RU3NNING CLEARANCES 
Rotor/SLator Relative Motion 
Assumed Maneuvers Maneuver Loading Thermal/Centrifueal 
(cm) (in) (-1 Linl 
0.5 radlsec; 3g +0.!348 t0.019 +O. 071 +0.028 
1.0 radfsec; 5g +O, 096 +O. 038 f 0.071 +O. 01 8 
0.3 radlsec; 3g t0.033 +0.013 t0.079 +0.031 
0.3 radlsec;  3g $0.033 +O. 013 +O. 104  +0.041 
0 . 5  radtsec; 3g +O. 048 to. 019 +O. 01 5 +O. 006 
Runaiag * 
Clearance 
(cm) (in) 
B d d - U p  Clearance i s  Largest Relative Motion Plus 0.051 rrn (0,020 in) for Assembly Build-Up = 0.142 crn (0.056 in) $ 0.051 c m  (0.020 in) 
= 0.193 c m  (0.076 in) 
* Running Clearance i s  Build-Up Clearance Minus Thermal/Centrifugal CIearance 
TABLE 5.6 
Rotor 
Tur binc 
Blades 
Disk 
Bearings and Sump 
Frame 
Scroll 
TABLE 5.7 
WEIGHTS OF ALTERNATE LCF459 FANS 
Multilobe Scroll. 
120 -240 Degree Inlets 
C i r  cular Scroll 
180 -1 80 Degree Inlets 
Multilobe Scroll 
Single Inlet 
TABLE 5.8 
INERTIA OF ROTATING COMPONENTS 
Growth J97 
Design 
RPM 
Moment of Inertia 
kg-rn-sec2 ~ b - f t - s c c 2  
TABLE 5.9 
597 COMPONENT SURFACE TEMPERATURE LIMITS 
Tempo r ature 
o r  
\3 OF 
Front Frame 
Compress or Casing 
Comprae~or  Rear Frame 
Transfer Gearbox 
Unibal Raet?, Thrust Mounting 
TABLE 5.10  
,COMPARISON OF GROWTH J97 
AND YJ97-GE-100 - DISCHARGE CONDITIONS 
Y397-GE-100 * Growth J97 ::: 
Speed, percent 
AirIlow, kg/snc ( l b / s c c )  
Total Prcssurc, k ~ / r n ~  ( lb / in2)  
Turbine Inlet Temperature "1': .* R) 
Total Tcmporaturc, "K (OR) 
Fuel  Flow, ltg/hr ( lb /hr )  
Ideal Gas Power, Icw (hp) 
F low Function, W ~ P  
:: Uninstallecl, Sea Level Static, Standard Day, 
Total Pressure Given at: Engine Turbine Discllargc 
TABLE 5.11 -- 
Mission 
ASW, CSAR 
sunv, SA 
VOD 
Technology 
Aircraft 
FAN/ENGINE COMBINATIONS 
~ a n s  / Engines 
3 / 2  
Engine 
- 
Growth 
Growth 
Y J97 - G E - 1 0 0  
Water 
Y e s  
TABLE 5 .12  
FAN AND TURBINE DESIGN POINT PARAMETERS 
-
FAN 
-
Airflow, kg/  sec (lb/ sec) 
Pres sure Ratio 
Speed, RPM 
Efficiency 
Fan Exit Mach Numbex 
TURBINE 
- 
Car- -cted Speed, R P M / ~  (RPMIJ~R)  
Energy Function, J/ O K  (BTU/  " R) 
Efficiency 
Pres sure Ratio 
Turbine Exit Mach Number 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Fan Mach Number at Mixing Station 
Turbine Diffuser Loss Coefficient 
Forward Air Seal Buffer ..?Art percent 
Impingement Cooling Air, percent 
Ducting Tot01 P r e s s u r e  Loss, percent 
Scrol l  Total Pressure Loss, percent 
Ducting Leakage, percent 
Thrust (Unins talled) , kN (lb) 
Fan Turbine Performance Based on Growth Engine 
Gas Condition Given in Table 5. 10 
TABLE 5.13 
INSTALLATION ASSUMPTIONS FOR VTOL OPERATION 
Fan Inlet Rccovory 
Exhaust: Nozzle Thr l~s t  CocIIicicnt 
Fan Shaft: Power  Extraction, kw (hp)  
Ducting Total Pressure Loss, percent 
F a n  Stall Margin, percent $: 
,:: Fan Nominal Operating Line gives Stall Margin = 1 8%, VTO 
Op,~rat ion at 25% gives Maximum Static Thrust. 
TABLE 5.14 VTOL PERFORMANCE, THREE FANS WITH TWO GROlWH 597 ENGINES 
(JXSTALLED, SEA LEVEL STATIC, 32.C 190°F] DAY) 
NORMAL OPERATION (I) ENGmE-OUT OPERATION (21 
PCNG P C N F  W22 F~ PCNF IV22 =E*' 
pct Condition p c t  k c l s e c l b l s e c  k"3 1b pct k ~ l s e c l b f s c c  irN lb 
92 NOM 
95 NOM 
MAX 
98 NOhl 
MAX 
101.5 NOM 
hlAx 
101.9 NOM 
MAX 
107.0 MAX 
110.0 MAX 
=CINE-OUT OPERATIOX ( 4 - 3  WATER) ( 2 ~  
PCNT W22 Fx 
pct kcfsec  lblaec k?i lh 
(1) n r c c  Fans on Two Engines 
(21 Three Fans on Dnc Engine 
PCNG 
2% 
92 
9 5 
TABLE 5.15 VTOL PERFORMANCE, EQUAL NUMBER OF FANS, YJ97-GE-100 ENGINES 
(INSTJXLLED. SEX LEVEL STATIC, 32.C [9OoFI DAY) 
Condition 
NOhf 
NOM 
MAX 
NOM 
MAX 
NOhI 
MAX 
NOM 
MAX 
h w c  
h w c  
NORMAL OPERATION (11 
PCNF W 2 Z  FN 
pct kqlsec lbfsec kN lb 
ENGINE-OUT OPERATION (2 ,  
P C N F  W22 FN 
kelstc lblsec kN Ib 
ENGlNE-OUT OPERATION (4% WATER) (2) 
PGNT 1nz FN 
k ~ l s e e  Iblacc kN lb 
(1) Thrcc Fans  on Three Engines 
(2 )  Thrce Fana on Two Engines 
TABLE 5.16 
INSTALLATION A,SSUMPTIONS FOR CRUISE PElU?ORMANC E 
- 
Engine Power Extraction, kw (hp) 
Fan Shaft Power Btract ion,  kw (hp) 
Engine Compressar Bleed, percent 
Ducking Pressure Loss, percent 
Nozzle Thrust Coefficient 
Fan Stall Margin, percent 
Mach Number Engine Inlet Recovery Fan Inlet Recovery 
0.0 0.985 0.985 
0.2 0 , 9 8 9  0 . 9 9 3  
0.4 O* 990 0.995 
0.6 0. 990 0.994 
0.8 0.937 0,980 
0.9  0.984 0.970 
TABLE 5.17 
COMPARISON OF LCF459 AND LF460 FAN SYSTEMS 
LCF 459 W460 
Diameter, rn (in) 1.. 50 ( 5 9 . 0 )  1 .52  ( 5 9 . 9 5 )  
Tip Speed, m/sec (ft/sec) 343 (1125) 343 (1125) 
Airflow, kg/ sec (lb/sec) 293 (646) 280 (117) 
Pressure Ratio 1.32 1.36 
Thrust, kn (lb) 1 2640 (1 69 50 )  11 230 (1 5060) 
Rotor Inertia, kg-rn-sec2 (lb-ft-eec2) 2.97 (21.5)  2,70 ( 1 9 . 5 )  
Figure 2.1 Schematic of Three-on-Two Arrangement. 
Cruise 
Figure 2 . 2  Schema t i c  of Two-on-Two Arrangement. 
Fan Pressure Ratio Fan Pressure Ratio 
Fan Pressure Ratio Fan Pressure Ratio 
Figure 2.3 Effects o f  Parameters on Fan Design. 
Fore 
Flight I0 to Max. Thrust1 
Figure 2.4 hlaneuver Loading Cri tcrin.  
Controt Level 
Figure 2.5 Contro l  Duty Cycle.  
Fllght Mach Number 
Figure 2. G F l i g h t  Envelope .  
lg Loads 
Shear - - - 77 lig (170 Ibl 
Overhung Moment - - - 283 N-rn I2ND Ib-in) 
Figure 2 . 7  T y p i c a l  Aircraft Accessory Package. 
A n t i - S ~ b m a r i n e  Warfare (ASW) 
Vertical On-Board Dell! ary (VOD) 
F 
A )  Warmup, TO Accel to Vc l  
B1 Climb: Intermediate Thrust 
C) Cruise Out: AltitudelMach 
Dl Descend 
El Lo i ter  4 Hr: AlZitudelMach 
F) Cllrnb: l ntermediate T h r u s t  
G1 C r u i s e  Return: AltitudelMach 
Hl Descend 
i 1 Reserves 
2 Min In t  T h r u s t  + 112Min  TO Thrust 
SL to Opt A I t  
OptlOpt 
- 
lOKlOpt 
IOK to Opt A l t 
OptlOpt 
- 
5 , ~  l nitlal Fuel + 10 Mln Loiter at SL 
Figure 2.8 Mission D e f i n i t i o n s .  
A) Warmup, TO Accel t o ~ c l  
0) Climb: Intermediate Thrust 
Cl Cruise: AllItudelMach 
Dl Descend 
El Reserves 
2 Min I nt  Thrust + 112 Min TO Thrust 
S t  to Opt A l t  
OptlOp t 
- 
5% I nitlal Fuel + 20 Min Loiter at SL 
Surface Attack (SA) 
S u rve i  I la nce (S URV; 
J '1~~ A 300 556 NM km F 
A )  Warmup, TO Accel t o  Vcl 
B) Cl imb: l ntermedlate Thrust 
C) Cruise Out: A l t l tude lMach 
D l  Loiter 4 Hr: Al t i tude lMach 
E l  Cruise Return: AI t i tude lMach 
Fl Descend 
GI Reserves 
A) Wa rmup, TO, Accel to Vc l  
01 Clirn:. l ntermediate Thrust 
C) C ruise Out: Altl tudelMach 
01 Descend 
E l  Loiter 2 Hr: AltitudelMach 
IF1 Combat: TImelAltitudelMach 
GI Climb: l ntermedlate Thrust 
HI Cruise Return: AltitudelMach 
1 Descend 
J )  Reserves 
3 
SL to Opt A l t  
OptlOpt 
25K +/Opt 
OptlOpt 
- 
2Min I nt Thrust + 112Min TO Th rus t  
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" 
MKlOpt 
5 Ml nIZOKIO, 8 
20K to Opt A l t 
OptlOpt 
- 
5% Initial Fuel + 10 Min loiter a t  SL 
5% 1 n i t i a l  Fuel  + 1 0 M i n  Loi ter a t  SL 
-- - 
Figure 2.8 Mission D e f i n i t i o n s  (Continued). 
Combat (Strike) ljearch and  Rescue (CSAR) 
A) Warmup, TO Accel to Vcl 
8) Climb: l ntermediate Th rus t  
C )  Cru i se  Out: A I t i tudelMach 
D) Lo! ter: Al t i tudelMach 
E l  Descend 
F)  Dash 50 NM: A lti tudelMach 
G) Hover, Rescue 2 Men 
H) Dash TO NM: Alt i tudelMach 
I 1 Climb: Intermediate Th rus t  
J Cru ise  Return: Al t i tudelMach 
K) Descend 
L I  Reserves 
- 
2 M i n  I n t  T h r u s t  + 1/2 Min TO T h r u s t  
SL to Opt A l t  
OptlOpt 
OptlOpt 
- 
5 110.8 
10 Min 
sue. 8 
SL to Opt A l t  
OptlOpt 
- 
5% I n i t i a l  Fuel + 10 Min Loiter at SL 
F i g u r e  2.8  Mission Definitfons (Concluded). 
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Figure 3,2 Turbojet  Discharge Pressure - Gas Power Characteristics. 
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Figure 3 . 3  597 Growth Cl i~rnctcr i s t i c s .  
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J97-GE-100 ~ & ~ r e s s a r  
Figure 3 .4  597 Flowpath Comparison, 
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Stage 1 
Rupture Life, hours 
Operating Life 11.2 Rupture '.ife a 340 hours 
Stage 2 
Rupture Life, hours 
F i g u r e  3.5 Growth 597 Turbine Life  Analysis. 
Engine Speed, Pct. 
Figure 3.6 Engine Short-Time Limits. 
Cooling Flow 
-
Pressurizing , ,-
Valve 
Cooler I 
Tank 
- By-Pass Flow 
Figure 3.7 Water Injection System. 
Fan Speed, Pct, 
Figure 4.1 Stall Margin for Maximum TIirust .  
Figure 4 .2  Effects of T i p  Clearance on Unshrouded Turbine Ef f i c i ency .  
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Figure 4.5 Fan Pressure Ratio and Ef f i c i ency .  
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Figure 4 .8  S t a t i c  Pressure Contours. 
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Figure 4.13 Deviation and Incidence Angles.  
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Figure 4 .15  Thickness end Chord Distributions. 
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Figure 4.17 Turbine Vector Diagrams. 
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Figure 4.19 Scroll  Mount and Seals. 
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Figure 4.20 Multilobe Scroll. 
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Figure 4.21 Scroll  Material Stress Capability. 
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Figure 4.23 Effects of Mid-Spans nnd BZadc Numbers 
on Torsional S t a b i l i t y .  
Figure 4.24 Mid-Span Shroud Geometry. 
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Figure 4.25 Comparison of Strength of Titanium A l l o y s .  
Figure 4 ,26  D i s k  Geometkies. 
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Figure 4.27 Twin-Web and Conventional Disk Stress Comparison. 
Figure 4.28 Final D i s k  Configuration. 
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Figure  4 .29  Disk Mennline Stress D i s t r i b u t i o n ,  
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Figure 4.32 Effects of Mid-Span Location on Disk 
Frequency Margins. 
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Figure 4.34 Rotor B i r d  Strike Capabil i ty .  
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Figure 4.35 Effects of Turbine B l a d e  Number on Weight. 
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Figure 4.36 Turbine Blade Number Comparison. 
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Figure 4.37 Unshrouded Turbine Stress-Range and Frequency-Speed Diagram. 
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Figure 4.38 Shrouded Turbine Stress-Range and Frequency-Speed Diagram. 
Figure  4.39 Turbine Carrier wi tll Dovetail S l o t .  
Figure 4 .40  Turbine Carrier with Bolted Tang. 
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Figure 4.41 Rotor Blade Stress Distributions. 
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Figure 4.43 Blade Material Properties. 
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Figure 4-44 Blade Frequency-Speed Diagram. 
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Frequency Diagrams. 
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Figure 4.47 L u b r i c a t i o n  System Schematic, 
Figure 4.48 Sump Configurntion, 
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Figure 4.52 Nonstructural Frequoncy- 
Speed Diagram. 
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Figure 4.53 Dynamic Model. 
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Figure 4 , 5 4  Blade-Out  Vibratory Stresses. 

Figure  4 . 5 6  TF39 Low Pressure Turbine Cnso Cooling Tests. 
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Figure 4.57 TF39 Low Pressure Tufibine Case Tenperature Profiles.  
Figure  4.58 Est imated Cooling Flows, In i t ia l .  Design. 
Frgure 4.59 E s t i m a t e d  Cooling F l o w s ,  S e l e c t e d  Configuration. 
Figure 4-60 Coollng Sys tem Schematic. 
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Figure 5 . 6  Estimated Case Temperature Transients. 
Figure 5.7 LCF459 Cross Section,  Multilobe Scroll. 
Figure 5.8 hfounting System, 

Figure 5.10 LCF459 Installation, Double Inlet Circular Scroll. 
Figure 5,il Infegrnted Fan/Engine Mounting System. 
Figure 5.12 Estimated Fan hlap. 
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Figure 5.13 E s t J m n t e d  Turbine Map. 
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Figure 5.16 Engine Conditions During C o n t r o l  Inputs. 
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Figure 5.17  Engine T r a n s i e n t s  
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Figure 5.18 Fan C o n d i t i o n s  During 
Control Inputs .  
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Figure 5.20 Est imated  ICF459 Tran- 
s i e n ?  Response 
Figure 2-19 Fan Transients 
During Control. 
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